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HIGHER ANALYTIC STACKS AND GAGA THEOREMS
MAURO PORTA AND TONY YUE YU
Abstract. We develop the foundations of higher geometric stacks in complex
analytic geometry and in non-archimedean analytic geometry. We study coherent
sheaves and prove the analog of Grauert’s theorem for derived direct images
under proper morphisms. We define analytification functors and prove the
analog of Serre’s GAGA theorems for higher stacks. We use the language of
infinity category to simplify the theory. In particular, it enables us to circumvent
the functoriality problem of the lisse-étale sites for sheaves on stacks. Our
constructions and theorems cover the classical 1-stacks as a special case.
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1. Introduction
A moduli space is a space which classifies certain objects. Due to non-trivial
automorphisms of the objects, a moduli space often carries the structure of a stack.
Moreover, a moduli space often has a geometric structure. For example, the theory
of algebraic stacks was developed in order to study moduli spaces in algebraic
geometry [11, 2]. Likewise, for moduli spaces in analytic geometry, we need the
theory of analytic stacks.
The definition of algebraic stacks carries over easily to analytic geometry, and so
do many constructions and theorems. However, there are aspects which do not have
immediate translations. In this paper, we begin by the study of proper morphisms,
coherent sheaves and their derived direct images in the setting of analytic stacks.
They are treated in a different way from their algebraic counterparts. After that, we
study the analytification of algebraic stacks and compare algebraic coherent sheaves
with analytic coherent sheaves by proving analogs of Serre’s GAGA theorems [41].
Before stating the theorems, let us make precise what we mean by “analytic”
and what we mean by “stacks”.
By “analytic geometry”, we mean both complex analytic geometry and non-
archimedean analytic geometry. We use the theory of Berkovich spaces [5, 6] for
non-archimedean analytic geometry. We will write C-analytic to mean complex
analytic; we will write k-analytic to mean non-archimedean analytic for a non-
archimedean ground field k. We will simply say analytic when the statements apply
to both C-analytic and k-analytic situations simultaneously.
By “stacks”, we mean higher stacks in the sense of Simpson [42]. It is a vast
generalization of the classical notion of stacks usually defined as categories fibered
in groupoids satisfying certain conditions [11, 2, 29, 43]. We choose to work with
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higher stacks not only because it is more general, but also because it makes many
constructions and proofs clearer both technically and conceptually.
Our approach is based on the theory of∞-category (cf. Joyal [25] and Lurie [32]).
It has many advantages. In particular, it enables us to circumvent the classical
functoriality problem of lisse-étale sites in a natural way (see Olsson [38] for a
description of the problem and a different solution).
We begin in Section 2 by introducing the notion of higher geometric stacks for
a general geometric context. They are specialized to algebraic stacks, complex
analytic stacks and non-archimedean analytic stacks in Section 3.
In Section 4, we introduce the notion of weakly proper pairs of analytic stacks,
which is then used to define proper morphisms of analytic stacks. In Section 5,
we define coherent sheaves and their derived direct images using an analog of the
classical lisse-étale site.
For a higher analytic stack (or a higher algebraic stack) X, we denote by Coh(X)
(resp. Coh+(X)) the unbounded (resp. bounded below) derived ∞-category of
coherent sheaves on X (cf. Definition 5.11).
The following theorem is the analog of Grauert’s direct image theorem [17] for
higher stacks.
Theorem 1.1 (Theorems 5.13, 5.20). Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism of
higher analytic stacks (or locally noetherian higher algebraic stacks). Then the
derived pushforward functor Rf∗ sends objects in Coh+(X) to Coh+(Y ).
Algebraic stacks and analytic stacks are related via the analytification functor in
Section 6. We prove the analogs of Serre’s GAGA theorems in Section 7.
Let A be either the field of complex numbers or a k-affinoid algebra.
Theorem 1.2 (GAGA-1, Theorem 7.1). Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism
of higher algebraic stacks locally finitely presented over SpecA. The canonical
comparison morphism
(Rf∗F)an −→ Rf an∗ Fan
in Coh+(Y an) is an equivalence for all F ∈ Coh+(X).
Theorem 1.3 (GAGA-2, Corollary 7.5). Let X be a higher algebraic stack proper
over SpecA. The analytification functor on coherent sheaves induces an equivalence
of categories
Coh(X) ∼−−→ Coh(Xan).
Remark 1.4. The two theorems above are stated for the absolute case in complex
geometry, while for the relative case in non-archimedean geometry. The proof
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for the relative case in complex geometry would be more involved because Stein
algebras are not noetherian in general.
Related works. In the classical sense, complex analytic stacks were considered in
[4], and non-archimedean analytic stacks were considered in [49, 47] to the best of
our knowledge.
The general theory of higher stacks was studied extensively by Simpson [42],
Lurie [33] and Toën-Vezzosi [45, 46]. Our Section 2 follows mainly [46]. However,
we do not borrow directly the HAG context of [46], because the latter is based on
symmetric monoidal model categories which is not suitable for analytic geometry.
Our definition of properness for analytic stacks follows an idea of Kiehl in rigid
analytic geometry [26]. The coherence of derived direct images under proper
morphisms (i.e. Grauert’s theorem) was proved in [17, 27, 15, 23, 30] for complex
analytic spaces and in [26] for rigid analytic spaces.
Analytification of algebraic spaces and classical algebraic stacks was studied in
[1, 31, 44, 10]. Analogs and generalizations of Serre’s GAGA theorems are found in
[19, 28, 37, 5, 9, 8, 21]. Our proofs use induction on the geometric level of higher
stacks. We are very much inspired by the strategies of Brian Conrad in [8].
In [39], Mauro Porta deduced from this paper a GAGA theorem for derived
complex analytic stacks. Several results in this paper are also used in the work [40].
In [50], Tony Yue Yu applied the GAGA theorem for non-archimedean analytic
stacks to the enumerative geometry of log Calabi-Yau surfaces.
Acknowledgements. We are grateful to Antoine Chambert-Loir, Antoine Ducros,
Maxim Kontsevich, Yves Laszlo, Valerio Melani, François Petit, Marco Robalo,
Matthieu Romagny, Pierre Schapira, Michael Temkin and Gabriele Vezzosi for very
useful discussions. The authors would also like to thank each other for the joint
effort.
2. Higher geometric stacks
2.1. Notations. We refer to Lurie [32, 36] for the theory of ∞-category. The
symbol S denotes the ∞-category of spaces.
Definition 2.1 (cf. [43, 00VH]). An ∞-site (C, τ) consists of a small ∞-category
C and a set τ of families of morphisms with fixed target {Ui → U}i∈I , called
τ -coverings of C, satisfying the following axioms:
(i) If V → U is an equivalence then {V → U} ∈ τ .
(ii) If {Ui → U}i∈I ∈ τ and for each i we have {Vij → Ui}j∈Ji ∈ τ , then
{Vij → U}i∈I,j∈Ji ∈ τ .
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(iii) If {Ui → U}i∈I ∈ τ and V → U is a morphism of C, then Ui ×U V exists for
all i and {Ui ×U V → V }i∈I ∈ τ .
Let (C, τ) be an ∞-site. Let T be a presentable ∞-category. Let PShT(C)
denote the ∞-category of T-valued presheaves on C. Let ShT(C, τ) denote the
∞-category of T-valued sheaves on the∞-site (C, τ) (cf. [33, §1.1]). We will refer to
S-valued presheaves (resp. sheaves) simply as presheaves (resp. sheaves). We denote
PSh(C) := PShS(C), Sh(C, τ) := ShS(C, τ). We denote the Yoneda embedding by
h : C→ PSh(C), X 7→ hX .
We denote by ShT(C, τ)∧ the full subcategory of ShT(C, τ) spanned by hypercomplete
T-valued sheaves (cf. [32, §6.5] and [34, §5] for the notion of hypercompleteness
and hypercoverings).
Let ιC : ShT(C, τ) → PShT(C) and ι∧C : ShT(C, τ)∧ → PShT(C) denote the inclu-
sion functors. Let LC : PShT(C)→ ShT(C, τ) denote the sheafification functor. Let
L∧C : PShT(C)→ Sh(C, τ)∧ denote the composition of sheafification and hypercom-
pletion.
2.2. Geometric contexts. In this section, we introduce the notion of geometric
context. It can be regarded as the minimum requirement to work with geometric
stacks in various situations (compare Toën-Vezzosi [46, §1.3.2], Toën-Vaquié [44,
§2.2]).
Definition 2.2. A geometric context (C, τ,P) consists of an ∞-site (C, τ) and a
class P of morphisms in C satisfying the following conditions:
(i) Every representable presheaf is a hypercomplete sheaf.
(ii) The class P is closed under equivalence, composition and pullback.
(iii) Every τ -covering consists of morphisms in P.
(iv) For any morphism f : X → Y in C, if there exists a τ -covering {Ui → X}
such that each composite morphism Ui → Y belongs to P, then f belongs to
P.
Remark 2.3. In all the examples that we will consider in this paper, the site (C, τ)
is a classical Grothendieck site, i.e. the category C is a 1-category. We state
Definition 2.2 for general ∞-sites because it will serve as a geometric context for
derived stacks in our subsequent works (cf. [39, 40]).
Proposition 2.4. Let (C, τ) be an ∞-site and let D be an (n+ 1, 1)-category for
n ≥ 0 (cf. [32, §2.3.4]). Then a functor F : Cop → D satisfies descent for coverings
if and only if it satisfies descent for hypercoverings.
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Proof. Let D ∈ D be any object and let cD : D → S be the functor MapC(D,−)
corepresented by D. Then F satisfies descent for coverings (resp. hypercoverings)
if and only if cD ◦ F does for every D. Since D is an (n + 1, 1)-category, we see
that cD ◦ F takes values in τ≤nS. Therefore, we may replace D with S and assume
that F takes values in τ≤nS. For every U ∈ C, we have
MapShτ≤nS(C,τ)(τ≤nLC(hU), F ) ' MapSh(C,τ)(LC(hU), F ) ' MapPSh(C)(hU , F ) ' F (U).
Therefore, it suffices to show that for every hypercovering U• → U in C, the
augmented simplicial diagram
τ≤nLC(hU•)→ τ≤nLC(hU)
is a colimit diagram in Shτ≤nS(C, τ). Since τ≤n is a left adjoint, we see that in
Shτ≤nS(C, τ) the relation
|τ≤nLC(hU•)| ' τ≤n|LC(hU•)|
holds, where |·| denotes the geometric realization of a simplicial object. Moreover,
since U• → U is a hypercovering, the morphism |LC(hU•)| → LC(hU ) is∞-connected
in virtue of [32, 6.5.3.11]. Since τ≤n commutes with ∞-connected morphisms, we
conclude that
τ≤n|LC(hU•)| → τ≤nLC(hU)
is an ∞-connected morphism between n-truncated objects. Therefore it is an
equivalence in Sh(C, τ). In conclusion, the morphism |τ≤nLC(hU•)| → τ≤nLC(hU ) is
an equivalence in Shτ≤nS(C, τ), completing the proof. 
Corollary 2.5. Let (C, τ) be a classical Grothendieck site. Then a representable
presheaf is a sheaf if and only if it is a hypercomplete sheaf.
Proof. Since C is a 1-category, for every object X ∈ C, the representable presheaf hX
takes values in the category of sets. Therefore, by Proposition 2.4, the representable
presheaf hX is a sheaf if and only it is a hypercomplete sheaf. 
2.3. Higher geometric stacks. We fix a geometric context (C, τ,P) for this
section.
Definition 2.6. A stack is a hypercomplete sheaf on the site (C, τ).
Remark 2.7. Let us explain briefly how Definition 2.6 is related to the classical
notion of stacks in terms of categories fibered in groupoids as in [11, 2, 29, 43].
Firstly, a stack in terms of a category fibered in groupoids over a site is equivalent
to a stack in terms of a sheaf of groupoids on the site (cf. [48]). Secondly, we have
an adjunction
Π1 : S→ Grpd N: Grpd→ S,
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where Grpd denotes the ∞-category of groupoids. The nerve functor N induces an
embedding of sheaves of groupoids on C into sheaves of spaces on C, whose image
consists of all 1-truncated objects. In other words, classical stacks in groupoids
are 1-truncated stacks in Definition 2.6. We remark that the sheaf condition for a
stack, usually presented as two separated descent conditions (see [11, Definition
4.1(ii)(iii)]), is now combined into one single descent condition via ∞-categorical
limits (i.e. homotopy limits) instead of 1-categorical limits. We refer to [22] and
[46, §2.1.2] for more detailed discussions on the comparison.
We introduce the notion of n-geometric stacks following [46, §1.3.3] (see also
[42]).
Definition 2.8. We define the following notions by induction on n. We call n the
geometric level. Base step:
(i) A stack is said to be (−1)-geometric if it is representable.
(ii) A morphism of stacks F → G is said to be (−1)-representable if for any
representable stack X and any morphism X → G, the pullback F ×G X is
representable.
(iii) A morphism of stacks F → G is said to be in (−1)-P if it is (−1)-representable
and if for any representable stack X and any morphism X → G, the morphism
F ×G X → X is in P.
Now let n ≥ 0:
(i) An n-atlas of a stack F is a family of representable stacks {Ui}i∈I equipped
with (n−1)-P-morphisms Ui → F such that the total morphism ∐i∈I hUi → F
is an effective epimorphism of sheaves (cf. [32, §6.2.3] for the notion of effective
epimorphism).
(ii) A stack F is said to be n-geometric if
• the diagonal morphism F → F × F is (n−1)-representable, and
• the stack F admits an n-atlas.
(iii) A morphism of stacks F → G is said to be n-representable if for any rep-
resentable stack X and any morphism X → G, the pullback F ×G X is
n-geometric.
(iv) A morphism of stacks F → G is said to be in n-P if it is n-representable and
if for any representable stack X and any morphism X → G, there exists an
n-atlas {Ui} of F ×G X such that each composite morphism Ui → X is in P.
A stack F is said to be geometric if it is n-geometric for some n.
The following proposition summarizes the basic properties. We refer to [45,
Proposition 1.3.3.3] for the proof.
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Proposition 2.9. (i) A stack F is n-geometric if and only if the morphism
F → ∗ is n-representable.
(ii) An (n−1)-representable morphism is n-representable.
(iii) An (n−1)-P morphism is an n-P morphism.
(iv) The class of n-representable morphisms is closed under equivalences, composi-
tions and pullbacks.
(v) The class of n-P morphisms is closed under equivalences, compositions and
pullbacks.
Remark 2.10. The collection of 0-atlases over representable stacks generates another
Grothendieck topology on the category C, which we call the topology P.
Let Q be a property of morphisms in C which is stable under equivalence,
composition and pullback, and which is local on the target with respect to the
topology P. We can use it to define a corresponding property for (−1)-representable
morphisms of stacks. Namely, a (−1)-representable morphism f : X → Y of stacks
is said to have property Q if there exists an atlas {Ui}i∈I of Y (or equivalently for
any atlas {Ui}i∈I of Y ), such that the pullback morphisms X ×Y Ui → Ui have
property Q. In this way, we will be able to speak of closed immersions, open
immersions, dense open immersions, etc. later for algebraic stacks and analytic
stacks.
If the property Q is moreover local on the source with respect to the topology P,
then we can use it to define a corresponding property for morphisms of geometric
stacks. Namely, a morphism f : X → Y of geometric stacks is said to have property
Q if there exists an atlas {Ui}i∈I of Y (or equivalently for any atlas {Ui}i∈I of Y ),
and for every i ∈ I there exists an atlas {Vij}j∈Ji of X×Y Ui (or equivalently for any
atlas {Vij}j∈Ji of X×Y Ui), such that the composite morphisms Vij → X×Y Ui → Ui
have property Q.
2.4. Functorialities of the category of sheaves. In this section, we discuss
the functorialities of the ∞-category of sheaves. We refer to [3, 43] for the classical
1-categorical case.
Fix a presentable ∞-category T in which our (pre)sheaves will take values.
Let u : C→ D be a functor between two small∞-categories. It induces a functor
uT p : PShT(D) −→ PShT(C)
F 7−→ F ◦ u.
We denote by uT p the left Kan extension along u, and by uTp the right Kan extension
along u. By definition, uT p is left adjoint to uT p and uTp is right adjoint to uT p.
Their existences follow from [32, §5]. When T equals the ∞-category of spaces S,
we will omit the left superscripts T.
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Lemma 2.11. For any object U ∈ C, we have uphU ' hu(U).
Proof. Since up is left adjoint to up, we have
MapPSh(D)(uphU , G) ' MapPSh(C)(hU , upG) ' upG(U) ' G(u(U))
for any G ∈ PSh(D). Hence uphU ' hu(U) by the Yoneda lemma. 
Let (C, τ), (D, σ) be two ∞-sites. For a functor u : C→ D, we define
uT s := LD ◦ uT p ◦ ιC : ShT(C)→ ShT(D),
uT ∧s := L∧D ◦ uT p ◦ ι∧C : ShT(C)∧ → ShT(D)∧,
uT s := LC ◦ uT p ◦ ιD : ShT(D)→ ShT(C),(
uT s
)∧ := L∧C ◦ uT p ◦ ι∧D : ShT(D)∧ → ShT(C)∧,
uTs := LD ◦ uTp ◦ ιC : ShT(C)→ ShT(D),
uT ∧s := L∧D ◦ uTp ◦ ι∧C : ShT(C)∧ → ShT(D)∧.
When T equals the ∞-category of spaces S, we will omit the left superscripts T.
Definition 2.12 (cf. [43, Tag 00WV]). A functor u : C→ D is called continuous
if for every τ -covering {Ui → U} we have
(i) {u(Ui)→ u(U)} is a σ-covering, and
(ii) for any morphism S → U in C the morphism u(S ×U Ui)→ u(S)×u(U) u(Ui)
is an equivalence.
Lemma 2.13. Let u : C→ D be a continuous functor. The functor uT p sends T-
valued sheaves (resp. hypercomplete sheaves) on the site (D, σ) to T-valued sheaves
(resp. hypercomplete sheaves) on the site (C, τ). In particular, the functor uT s (resp.(
uT s
)∧
) equals the restriction of the functor uT p to ShT(D, σ) (resp. to ShT(D, σ)∧).
Proof. For every τ -covering {Ui → X} consider the total morphism f : ∐hUi → hX .
Since u is continuous, Lemma 2.11 shows that up commutes with the Čech nerve
of f , in the sense that the natural morphism
Cˇ(up(f))→ up ◦ Cˇ(f)
is an equivalence of simplicial objects. Moreover, Lemma 2.11 also shows that up
takes τ -hypercoverings to σ-hypercoverings.
Let F ∈ ShT(D, σ) (resp. ShT(D, σ)∧). The presheaf uT p(F ) ∈ PShT(C) is a sheaf
(resp. hypercomplete sheaf) for the topology τ if and only if for every τ -covering
{Ui → X} (resp. for every τ -hypercovering U• → X) the morphism
uT p(F )(X)→ lim
∆
uT p(F ) ◦ Cˇ(f) (resp. uT p(F )(X)→ lim
∆
uT p(F )(U•))
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is an equivalence in T. By the definition of uT p and the previous paragraph, we see
that this is equivalent to the condition that
F (u(X))→ lim
∆
F ◦ Cˇ(up(f)) (resp. F (u(X))→ lim∆ F (up(U
•)))
is an equivalence. Since u is continuous, we see that up(f) is the total morphism of
a σ-covering (resp. that up(U•)→ u(X) is a σ-hypercovering). Since F belongs to
ShT(D, σ) (resp. to ShT(D, σ)∧) by assumption, the condition above holds. 
Lemma 2.14. Let u : C→ D be a continuous functor. The functor uT s (resp. uT ∧s )
is left adjoint to the functor uT s (resp. ( uT s)∧). Assume moreover that both C and
D admit finite limits and that u : C → D preserves them. Then uT s and uT ∧s are
left exact. In particular, the pairs (us, us) and (u∧s , (us)∧) are geometric morphisms
of ∞-topoi.
Proof. Since uT p is left adjoint to uT p and LD is left adjoint to ιD, the composition
LD ◦ uT p is left adjoint to uT p ◦ ιD. By Lemma 2.13, restricting to the categories
of T-valued sheaves, we obtain that uT s is left adjoint to uT s. This shows the
first statement in the non-hypercomplete case. The same proof works in the
hypercomplete case. The second statement is a consequence of [32, 6.2.2.7, 6.1.5.2]
in the non-hypercomplete case and of [32, 6.5.1.16, 6.2.1.1] in the hypercomplete
case. 
Lemma 2.15. Let u : C→ D be a continuous functor. For any T-valued presheaf
F on C, we have LD uT pF ' uT sLCF and L∧D uT pF ' uT ∧s L∧CF .
Proof. For any T-valued sheaf G on (D, σ), we have
MapShT(D,σ)( u
T
sLCF,G) ' MapShT(C,τ)(LCF, uT sG)
' MapPShT(C)(F, uT pιDG)
' MapPShT(D)( uT pF, ιDG)
' MapShT(D,σ)(LD uT pF,G).
So the statement in the non-hypercomplete case follows from the Yoneda lemma.
The same proof works in the hypercomplete case. 
Lemma 2.16. Let u : C→ D be a continuous functor. For any object U ∈ C, we
have usLChU ' LDhu(U) and u∧s L∧ChU ' L∧Dhu(U).
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.11 and Lemma 2.15. 
Definition 2.17 (cf. [43, Tag 00XJ]). A functor u : C→ D is called cocontinuous
if for every U ∈ C and every σ-covering {Vj → u(U)}j∈J , there exists a τ -covering
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{Ui → U}i∈I such that the family of maps {u(Ui)→ u(U)}i∈I refines the covering
{Vj → u(U)}j∈J .
Lemma 2.18. Let u : C→ D be a cocontinuous functor. The functor up : PSh(C)
→ PSh(D) sends sheaves (resp. hypercomplete sheaves) on the site (C, τ) to sheaves
(resp. hypercomplete sheaves) on the site (D, σ). In particular, the functor us (resp.
us
∧) equals the restriction of the functor up to Sh(C, τ) (resp. to Sh(C, τ)∧).
Proof. Let F be a sheaf (resp. a hypercomplete sheaf) on (C, τ). Let us prove that
up (F ) is a sheaf (resp. a hypercomplete sheaf) on (D, σ). Let {Vi → X} be a
covering in (D, σ). Consider the total morphism
f : V :=
∐
hVi → hX
and form the Čech nerve V • := Cˇ(p) in PSh(D), (respectively, let V • → hX be a
σ-hypercovering). We have to show that the canonical map
Map(hX , up (F ))→ lim Map(V •, up (F ))
is an equivalence. By adjunction, this is equivalent to the fact that
Map(up(hX), F )→ lim Map(up(V •), F )
is an equivalence. For the latter, it suffices to show that the canonical map
up(hV )→ colim up(hV •) becomes an equivalence after sheafification.
We will first deal with the case where V • = Cˇ(p). Since up is both a left and a
right adjoint, we can identify up(V •) with the Čech nerve of the morphism
up(f) : up(V ) =
∐
up(hVi)→ up(hX).
Then it suffices to show that this morphism is an effective epimorphism. Given any
object U ∈ C, using the adjunction (up, up), a morphism
α : hU → up(hX)
is uniquely determined by a morphism
α′ : up(hU) ' hu(U) → hX .
Since u is cocontinuous, we can find a τ -covering {Ui → U} such that each
composite morphism hu(Ui) → hu(U) → hX factors through V → X. By adjunction,
we see that each composite morphism hUi → hU → up(hX) factors as
up(V )
hUi hU u
p(hX).
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Therefore pi0(up(V ))→ pi0(up(hX)) is an effective epimorphism of sheaves of sets.
We conclude by [32, 7.2.1.14] that up(V )→ up(hX) is an effective epimorphism.
We now turn to the case of a general hypercovering V • of X. By [32, 6.5.3.12],
it suffices to show that
up(hV n)→
(
coskn−1
(
up(hV •)/up(hV )
))n
is an effective epimorphism.
Given any object in U ∈ C and any morphism
α : hU →
(
coskn−1
(
up(hV •)/up(hV )
))n
,
by adjunction, we obtain a morphism
α′ : u(U)→ (coskn−1(hV •/hV ))n.
Since the morphism V n → (coskn−1(hV •/hV ))n is a covering in (D, σ), the pullback
u(U)×(coskn−1(hV •/hV ))n V n → u(U) is also a covering in (D, σ). Since the functor u
is cocontinuous, there exists a τ -covering {Ui → U}i∈I such that the family of maps
{u(Ui) → u(U)}i∈I refines the covering u(U) ×(coskn−1(hV •/hV ))n V n → u(U). By
construction, every morphism hUi →
(
coskn−1
(
up(hV •)/up(hV )
))n
factors through
up(hV n),
up(hV n)
hUi hU
(
coskn−1
(
up(hV •)/up(hV )
))n
.
α
Therefore
up(hV n)→
(
coskn−1
(
up(hV •)/up(hV )
))n
is an effective epimorphism. 
Lemma 2.19. Let u : C → D be a cocontinuous functor. The functor us (resp.
(
(
us
)∧
) is left adjoint to the functor us (resp. to us ∧).
Proof. Using Lemma 2.18, the same argument in the proof of Lemma 2.14 applies.

Lemma 2.20. Let u : C→ D be a cocontinuous functor. The functor uTp : PShT(C)
→ PShT(D) sends T-valued sheaves (resp. hypercomplete sheaves) on the site (C, τ)
to T-valued sheaves (resp. hypercomplete sheaves) on the site (D, σ). In other words,
the functor uTs (resp. uTs ∧) equals the restriction of the functor uTp to ShT(C, τ) (resp.
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to ShT(C, τ)∧). Moreover, we have the following commutative diagrams
ShT(D) ShT(C)
FunR(Sh(D)op,T) FunR(Sh(C)op,T),
uTs
∼ ∼
− ◦ us
and
ShT(D)∧ ShT(C)∧
FunR((Sh(D)∧)op,T) FunR((Sh(C)∧)op,T).
uTs
∧
∼ ∼
− ◦ (us)∧
Proof. Let us explain the proof in the non-hypercomplete case. The proof in the
hypercomplete case is similar. To simply notations, we set
X := Sh(C, τ), Y := Sh(D, σ), XT := FunR(Xop,T), YT := FunR(Yop,T),
X′T := FunR(PSh(C)op,T), Y′T := FunR(PSh(D)op,T).
We claim the commutativity of the following diagram
PShT(D) PShT(C)
Y′T X
′
T.
uTp
∼
− ◦ up
∼
Indeed, since uTp and − ◦ up are right adjoint respectively to uT p and to − ◦ up, it
suffices to show that the diagram
PShT(D) PShT(C)
Y′T X
′
T
uT p
∼
− ◦ up
∼
commutes. Since the vertical morphisms are the compositions with the Yoneda
embedding, and up is the composition with u, it suffices to show that the diagram
C D
PSh(C) PSh(D)
u
yC yD
up
commutes. This follows from Lemma 2.11.
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Now we consider the diagram
PShT(D) PShT(C)
Y′T X
′
T
YT XT.
uTp
− ◦ up
− ◦ us
The bottom square commutes. We have just shown that the top square commutes
as well. We observe that the morphism YT → PShT(D) factors as
YT → ShT(D)→ PShT(D)
and the same goes for the morphism XT → PShT(C). Since the morphism YT →
ShT(D) is an equivalence, we obtain a morphism ShT(C)→ ShT(D) which fits into
the commutative diagram
PShT(D) PShT(C)
ShT(D) ShT(C)
YT XT.
uTp
∼
− ◦ us
∼
This shows that the functor uTp preserves T-valued sheaves. So the morphism
ShT(C) → ShT(D) in the commutative diagram above coincides with uTs . So we
have proved the commutative diagram in the statement of the lemma. 
Lemma 2.21. Let u : C → D be a cocontinuous functor. Then the functor uT s
(resp.
(
uT s
)∧
) is left adjoint to the functor uTs (resp. uT ∧s ).
Proof. Using Lemma 2.20, the same argument in the proof of Lemma 2.14 applies.

Proposition 2.22. Let (C, τ), (D, σ) be two ∞-sites. Let u : C→ D be a functor.
Assume that
(i) u is continuous;
(ii) u is cocontinuous;
(iii) u is fully faithful;
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(iv) for every object V ∈ D there exists a σ-covering of V in D of the form
{u(Ui)→ V }i∈I .
(v) For every object D ∈ D, the representable presheaf hD is a hypercomplete
sheaf.
Then the induced functor
u∧s : Sh(C, τ)∧ ' Sh(D, σ)∧.
is an equivalence of ∞-categories.
Proof. We start by proving that u∧s is fully faithful. Consider the commutative
square
PSh(C) PSh(D)
Sh(C, τ)∧ Sh(D, σ)∧.
up
L∧C L∧D
u∧s
(2.1)
We claim that it is right adjointable (cf. [32, 7.3.1.2]). In order to prove this claim,
we have to show that the induced natural transformation
L∧C ◦ up → (us)∧ ◦ L∧D
is an equivalence. Since u is cocontinuous, Lemma 2.19 shows that (us)∧ has a right
adjoint, given by us ∧. In particular, (us)∧ commutes with colimits. It is therefore
enough to prove that for every representable presheaf hD ∈ PSh(D) the induced
transformation
L∧C(up(hD))→ (us)∧(L∧D(hD))
is an equivalence. This follows from the definition of (us)∧ and the fact that hD is
a hypercomplete sheaf by assumption.
Since the square (2.1) is right adjointable, we see that the image via L∧C of the
unit of the adjunction (up, up) coincides with the unit of the adjunction (u∧s , (us)∧).
Since u is fully faithful, the same goes for up (cf. [32, 4.3.3.5]). Thus, the unit of
(up, up) is an equivalence. This shows that the unit of (u∧s , (us)∧) is an equivalence
as well. In other words, we proved that u∧s is fully faithful.
Next we show that u∧s is essentially surjective. Since u∧s is a left adjoint and fully
faithful, its essential image is closed under colimits. Since Sh(D, σ)∧ is generated
by colimits of representable sheaves and u∧s is fully faithful, it suffices to show that
representable sheaves are in the essential image of u∧s . Let V be an object in D.
By Assumption (iv), there exists a σ-covering of V of the form {u(Ui) → V }i∈I .
Iterating this application of Assumption (iv) we can construct a hypercover V • in
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Sh(D, σ)∧ of hV such that for every n ∈ ∆, V n belongs to the essential image of
u∧s . Since Sh(D, σ)∧ is a hypercomplete ∞-topos, we see that
hV ' |V •|.
Using fully faithfulness of u∧s , we can find a simplicial object U• in Sh(C, τ)∧
such that us(U•) ' V •. Finally, from the fact that u∧s commutes with colimits, we
conclude:
u∧s (|U•|) ' |u∧s (U•)| ' |V •| ' hV .
Thus, hV is also in the essential image of u∧s . 
2.5. Change of geometric contexts. In this section, we study how geometric
stacks behave with respect to changes of geometric contexts.
Definition 2.23. Let (C, τ,P), (D, σ,Q) be two geometric contexts. A morphism
of geometric contexts from (C, τ,P) to (D, σ,Q) is a continuous functor u : C→ D
sending morphisms in P to morphisms in Q.
Lemma 2.24. Let u : (C, τ,P)→ (D, σ,Q) be a morphism of geometric contexts.
Assume that C and D admit pullbacks, and that u commutes with them. Then
the functor u∧s : Sh(C, τ)∧ → Sh(D, σ)∧ sends n-geometric stacks with respect to
(C, τ,P) to n-geometric stacks with respect to (D, σ,Q) for every n ≥ −1.
Proof. Since us is a left adjoint, it commutes with colimits, in particular, with
disjoint unions. It is moreover left exact, so it preserves effective epimorphisms.
By Lemma 2.16, it sends (−1)-geometric stacks with respect to (C, τ,P) to (−1)-
geometric stacks with respect to (D, σ,Q). Now the same arguments in [44,
Proposition 2.8] imply the statement for every n ≥ −1. 
Proposition 2.25. Let (C, τ,P), (D, σ,Q) be two geometric contexts. Let u : C→
D be a functor satisfying the assumptions of Proposition 2.22. Assume that there
exists a non-negative integer m such that for any X ∈ D, the sheaf (us)∧(X) is
an (m−1)-geometric stack with respect to the context (C, τ,P). Then the functor
(us)∧ : Sh(D, σ)∧ → Sh(C, τ)∧ sends n-geometric stacks with respect to (D, σ,Q) to
(n+m)-geometric stacks with respect to (C, τ,P) for every n ≥ −1.
Proof. We prove by induction on n. The statement for n = −1 is the assumption.
Assume that the statement holds for n-geometric stacks with respect to (D, σ,Q).
Let X be an (n+ 1)-geometric stack with respect to (D, σ,Q). By the induction
hypothesis, the diagonal morphism of (us)∧(X) is (n+m)-representable. Now let
{Ui}i∈I be an (n+ 1)-atlas of X. For every i ∈ I, let {Vij}j∈Ji be an (m− 1)-atlas
of (us)∧(Ui) with respect to (C, τ,P). By the induction hypothesis, the morphisms
(us)∧(Ui → X) are (n+m)-representable with respect to (C, τ,P). By assumption,
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the morphisms Vij → (us)∧(Ui) are (m− 1)-representable with respect to (C, τ,P).
So the morphisms Vij → (us)∧(X) are (n+m)-representable with respect to (C, τ,P)
by composition. Therefore, {Vij}i∈I,j∈Ji constitutes an (n+m+1)-atlas of (us)∧(X)
with respect to (C, τ,P). In other words, the stack X is (n + m + 1)-geometric
with respect to (C, τ,P). 
Corollary 2.26. Let u : (C, τ,P)→ (D, σ,Q) be a morphism of geometric contexts
satisfying the assumptions of Proposition 2.25. Then the functors
u∧s : Sh(C, τ)∧  Sh(D, σ)∧ : (us)∧
form an equivalence of ∞-categories which preserves the subcategories of geometric
stacks.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 2.22, Lemma 2.24 and Proposition 2.25. 
3. Examples of higher geometric stacks
In this section, we define higher geometric stacks in four concrete geometrical
settings, namely, in algebraic geometry, in complex analytic geometry, in non-
archimedean analytic geometry (or rigid analytic geometry), and in a relative
algebraic setting.
3.1. Higher algebraic stacks. Let (Aff, τe´t) denote the category of affine schemes
endowed with the étale topology. The étale topology τe´t consists of coverings of
the form {Ui → X} where every morphism Ui → X is étale and ∐Ui → X is
surjective. Let Psm denote the class of smooth morphisms. The triple (Aff, τe´t,Psm)
is a geometric context in the sense of Definition 2.2. Geometric stacks with respect
to the context (Aff, τe´t,Psm) are called higher algebraic stacks. We will simply say
algebraic stacks afterwards.
We note that in the usual treatment of stacks [11, 2, 29, 43], one uses the category
of all schemes instead of just affine schemes. Let (Sch, τe´t) denote the category of
schemes endowed with the étale topology. If we consider geometric stacks with
respect to the context (Sch, τe´t,Psm), Corollary 2.26 ensures that we obtain an
equivalent definition of algebraic stacks.
3.2. Higher complex analytic stacks. Let (StnC, τan) denote the category of
Stein complex analytic spaces endowed with the analytic topology. The analytic
topology τan on StnC consists of coverings of the form {Ui → X} where every
Ui → X is an open immersion and ∐Ui → X is surjective. Let Psm denote the
class of smooth morphisms. The triple (StnC, τan,Psm) is a geometric context in the
sense of Definition 2.2. Geometric stacks with respect to the context (StnC, τan,Psm)
are called higher C-analytic stacks. We will simply say C-analytic stacks.
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Besides the analytic topology τan, we can consider the étale topology τe´t on StnC.
It consists of coverings of the form {Ui → X} where every Ui → X is a local
biholomorphism and ∐Ui → X is surjective. If we consider geometric stacks with
respect to the context (StnC, τe´t,Psm), Corollary 2.26 ensures that we obtain an
equivalent definition of C-analytic stacks.
Moreover, we can consider the whole category AnC of complex analytic spaces.
Similarly, we have geometric contexts (AnC, τan,Psm) and (AnC, τe´t,Psm). By
Corollary 2.26, they all give rise to the same notion of C-analytic stacks.
3.3. Higher non-archimedean analytic stacks. Let k be a non-archimedean
field with non-trivial valuation. Let (Afdk, τqe´t) denote the category of strictly
k-affinoid spaces ([5, 6]) endowed with the quasi-étale topology. In the affinoid
case, the quasi-étale topology consists of coverings of the form {Ui → X}i∈I where
every Ui → X is quasi-étale, ∐Ui → X is surjective and I is finite. We refer to [7,
§3] for the definition of quasi-étale topology in the general case. Let Pqsm denote
the class of quasi-smooth morphisms1. The triple (Afdk, τqe´t,Pqsm) is a geometric
context in the sense of Definition 2.2. Geometric stacks with respect to the context
(Afdk, τqe´t,Pqsm) are called higher k-analytic stacks. We will simply say k-analytic
stacks.
Let (Ank, τqe´t) denote the category of strictly k-analytic spaces endowed with
the quasi-étale topology. Corollary 2.26 ensures that the triple (Ank, τqe´t,Pqsm)
induces an equivalent definition of k-analytic stacks.
Remark 3.1. The notion of strictly k-analytic 1-stacks was defined and applied to
study a non-archimedean analog of Gromov’s compactness theorem by Tony Yue
Yu in [49].
3.4. Relative higher algebraic stacks. It is useful to consider the following
relatively algebraic setting.
Let A be either a Stein algebra (i.e. the algebra of functions on a Stein complex
analytic space), or a k-affinoid algebra. Let (Aff lfpA , τe´t) denote the category of affine
schemes locally finitely presented over Spec(A) endowed with the étale topology.
Let Psm denote the class of smooth morphisms. The triple (Aff lfpA , τe´t,Psm) is a
geometric context in the sense of Definition 2.2. Geometric stacks with respect to
1We refer to Antoine Ducros’ work [14] for the notion of quasi-smooth morphism in non-
archimedean analytic geometry. In the literature of derived geometry, local complete intersection
morphisms are sometimes called quasi-smooth morphisms, which is a coincidence of terminology.
In order to avoid confusion, we will use the terminology quasi-smooth only in the context of
non-archimedean analytic geometry.
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this context are called higher algebraic stacks relative to A. We will simply say
algebraic stacks relative to A.
4. Proper morphisms of analytic stacks
In this section, we introduce the notion of weakly proper pairs of analytic stacks.
Weakly proper pairs are then used to define proper morphisms of analytic stacks.
We use the geometric context (Aff, τe´t,Psm) for algebraic stacks, (StnC, τan,Psm)
for C-analytic stacks and (Afdk, τqe´t,Pqsm) for k-analytic stacks introduced in
Section 3. We simply say analytic stacks whenever a statement applies to both
C-analytic stacks and k-analytic stacks.
Definition 4.1. Let U → V be a morphism of representable C-analytic stacks
over a representable C-analytic stack S. We say that U is relatively compact in V
over S, and denote U bS V , if
(i) U → V is an open immersion;
(ii) the closure of U in V is proper over S.
Definition 4.2. Let U → V be a morphism of representable k-analytic stacks over
a representable k-analytic stack S. We say that U is relatively compact in V over
S, and denote U bS V , if
(i) U → V is an embedding of an affinoid domain;
(ii) U is contained in the relative interior of V with respect to S, i.e. U ⊂ Int(V/S).
Definition 4.3. A morphism X → Y of C-analytic stacks over a representable
C-analytic stack S is said to define a weakly proper pair if
(i) it is representable by open immersions;
(ii) there exists a finite atlas {Vi}i∈I of Y , an open subset Ui of Vi×Y X for every
i ∈ I, such that the composition Ui → Vi ×Y X → Vi satisfies Ui bS Vi, and
that {Ui}i∈I is an atlas of X.
Definition 4.4. A morphism X → Y of k-analytic stacks over a representable
k-analytic stack S is said to define a weakly proper pair if
(i) it is representable by embeddings of affinoid domain;
(ii) there exists a finite atlas {Vi}i∈I of Y , an affinoid domain Ui of Vi ×Y X for
every i ∈ I, such that the composition Ui → Vi ×Y X → Vi satisfies Ui bS Vi,
and that {Ui}i∈I is an atlas of X.
Definition 4.5. A morphism f : X → Y of analytic stacks is said to be weakly
proper if there exists an atlas {Yi}i∈I of Y such that the identity X×Y Yi → X×Y Yi
defines a weakly proper pair over Yi for every i ∈ I.
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Definition 4.6. A morphism X → Y of algebraic stacks (or analytic stacks) is said
to be surjective if there exists an atlas {Yi}i∈I of Y , an atlas {Uij}j∈Ji of X ×Y Yi
for every i ∈ I, such that the induced morphism ∐j∈Ji Uij → Yi is surjective.
Definition 4.7. A morphism f : X → Y of algebraic stacks is said to be weakly
proper if there exists an atlas {Yi}i∈I of Y such that for every i ∈ I, there exists a
scheme Pi proper over Yi and a surjective Yi-morphism from Pi to X ×Y Yi.
Definition 4.8. We define by induction on n ≥ 0.
(i) An n-representable morphism of analytic stacks (or algebraic stacks) is said to
be separated if its diagonal being an (n−1)-representable morphism is proper.
(ii) An n-representable morphism of analytic stacks (or algebraic stacks) is said
to be proper if it is separated and weakly proper.
Lemma 4.9. Let X, Y be representable analytic stacks over a representable analytic
stack S. An S-morphism f : X → Y defines a weakly proper pair over S if and
only if X is relatively compact in Y over S.
Proof. The “if” part is obvious. Let us prove the “only if” part.
In the C-analytic case, by definition f : X → Y is an open immersion. Let
{Ui}i∈I , {Vi}i∈I be the atlases in Definition 4.3. Denote by ui : Ui → X and by
vi : Vi → Y the given maps. Let u : ∐Ui → X and v : ∐Vi → Y . We claim
that v(U) = X. Clearly, v(U) ⊂ v(U) = X. Fix now y ∈ X and assume by
contradiction that y 6∈ v(U). Since U is compact, the same goes for v(U). In
particular, this is a closed subset of Y . We can therefore find a neighborhood W of
y satisfying W ∩ v(U) = ∅. However, we can also choose x ∈ W ∩X and p ∈ U
such that v(p) = u(p) = x. Since p ∈ U ⊂ U , this provides a contradiction.
In the k-analytic case, by definition, X is an affinoid domain in Y . Let {Ui}i∈I ,
{Vi}i∈I be the atlases in Definition 4.4. Let x be a point in X. Choose a point x˜
in Ui for some i ∈ I such that x˜ maps to x. By definition, x˜ ∈ Int(Vi/S). Let ψ
denote the map from Vi to Y . By [5, Proposition 2.5.8(iii)], we have
Int(Vi/S) = Int(Vi/Y ) ∩ ψ−1(Int(Y/S)).
Therefore, x˜ ∈ ψ−1(Int(Y/S)). So x = ψ(x˜) ∈ Int(Y/S) for any x ∈ X. In other
words, we have proved that X bS Y . 
Notation 4.10. From now on, we are allowed to use the same symbol X bS Y to
denote a weakly proper pair of analytic stacks X, Y over a representable analytic
stack S. We will simply write X b Y in the absolute case.
Lemma 4.11. Let X, Y, S be analytic stacks. Assume that S is representable and
that X bS Y . Then for any representable stack T and any morphism T → S, we
have X ×S T bT Y ×S T .
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Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that X and Y are representable
as well. First we prove the C-analytic case. Denote by f : T → S and g : Y → S
the given morphisms. Consider the pullback diagram
Y ×S T Y
T S.
g′ g
If K is a subset of T , then
(g′)−1(K) = K ×S g−1(f(K)).
If K is a compact subset of T , we have
(g′)−1(K) ∩
(
T ×S X
)
=
(
K ×S g−1(f(K))
)
∩
(
T ×S X
)
= K ×S
(
g−1(f(K)) ∩X
)
.
Since f(K) is compact, by hypothesis we see that g−1(f(K))∩X is compact. Since
S is separated, the natural map
K ×S (g−1(f(K)) ∩X)→ K × (g−1(f(K)) ∩X)
is a closed immersion. We conclude that K ×S (g−1(f(K))∩X) is compact as well.
Observe finally that T ×S X ⊂ T ×S X, so that
(g′)−1(K) ∩ T ×S X = (g′)−1(K) ∩ (T ×S X) ∩ T ×S X
is closed in a compact, hence it is compact itself, completing the proof in the
C-analytic case.
Now we prove the k-analytic case. The assumption X bS Y implies that there
is a positive real number  < 1, a positive integer n and a commutative diagram
X DnS()
Y DnS(1),/
where the bottom line denotes a closed immersion. Taking fiber product with T
over S, we obtain
X ×S T DnT ()
Y ×S T DnT (1),/
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where the bottom line denotes a closed immersion. So we have proved the lemma
in the k-analytic case. 
Proposition 4.12. (i) Separated maps are stable under base change.
(ii) Proper maps are stable under base change.
Proof. Using Lemma 4.11, the proposition follows from induction on the geometric
level of the stacks. 
Lemma 4.13. Let S, U, V,W, Y be representable analytic stacks such that W bS Y
and U bY V . Then we have U ×Y W bS V .
Proof. We first prove the C-analytic case. Denote by f : Y → S and by g : V → Y
the given morphisms. We have open immersions W ×Y U → U and W ×Y U → V .
We observe that the closure of W ×Y U in V coincides with the closure of W ×Y U
in U , which we denote by W ×Y U .
We claim that W ×Y U ⊂ g−1(W ). Let p ∈ W ×Y U . If Ω′ is an open neigh-
borhood of g(p) in Y , we can find an open neighborhood Ω of p in V such that
g(Ω) ⊂ Ω′. By hypothesis we can find q ∈ Ω ∩ (W ×Y U). We observe that
g(q) ∈ W . It follows that g(p) ∈ W , completing the proof of the claim.
Let K be a compact subset of S. We have
g−1(f−1(K)) ∩W ×Y U = g−1(f−1(K)) ∩ g−1(W ) ∩W ×Y U
= g−1(f−1(K) ∩W ) ∩W ×Y U
= (g−1(f−1(K) ∩W ) ∩ U) ∩W ×Y U.
We remark that f−1(K) ∩W is a compact subset of Y by hypothesis. Therefore
K ′ := g−1(f−1(K) ∩W ) ∩ U is a compact subset of V . Since W ×Y U is a closed
subset of V , we see that K ′ ∩W ×Y U is a closed subset of a compact and hence it
is itself compact, completing the proof in the C-analytic case.
Now we turn to the k-analytic case. By the assumptions, we have W ⊂ Int(Y/S)
and U ⊂ Int(V/Y ). Let ψ denote the map from V to Y . We have
U ×Y W ' U ∩ ψ−1(W ) ⊂ Int(V/Y ) ∩ ψ−1(Int(Y/S)) = Int(V/S),
the last equality being [5, Proposition 2.5.8(iii)]. So we have proved the lemma. 
Lemma 4.14. Let U, V,W,W ′, Y be representable analytic stacks over a repre-
sentable analytic stack S. Assume that W bS W ′ ⊂ Y and U bY V . Then we
have U ×Y W bS V ×Y W ′.
Proof. By Lemma 4.11, the assumption that U bY V implies that
U ×Y W ′ bW ′ V ×Y W ′.
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Then Lemma 4.13 shows that
U ×Y W = (U ×Y W ′)×W ′ W bS V ×Y W ′.

Lemma 4.15. Let S be a representable analytic stack and consider a commutative
diagram of representable analytic stacks over S
U X U ′
V Y V ′.
Assume that U bS V , U ′ bS V ′ and that Y is separated over S. Moreover, assume
that X → Y is an open immersion in the C-analytic case and an affinoid domain
in the k-analytic case. Then we have U ×X U ′ bS V ×Y V ′.
Proof. Consider the following diagram
U ×Y U ′ V ×Y V ′ Y
U ×S U ′ V ×S V ′ Y ×S Y.
∆Y/S
The right and the outer squares are pullbacks. It follows that the left square is
a pullback as well. By hypothesis the diagonal morphism ∆Y/S : Y → Y ×S Y
is a closed immersion. Therefore, both morphisms U ×Y U ′ → U ×S U ′ and
V ×Y V ′ → V ×S V ′ are closed immersions.
Let us first consider the C-analytic case. The assumption that X → Y is an open
immersion implies that it is a monomorphism. So the map U ×X U ′ → U ×Y U ′ is
an isomorphism. Therefore the map U ×X U ′ → V ×Y V ′ is an open immersion.
Since the morphisms U ×Y U ′ → U ×S U ′ and V ×Y V ′ → V ×S V ′ are closed
immersions, we have
U ×Y U ′ = (V ×Y V ′) ∩ U ×S U ′ = (V ×Y V ′) ∩ (U ×S U ′).
Let q : V ×S V ′ → S denote the natural map and p : V ×Y V ′ → S its restriction.
For every subset K ⊂ S we have
p−1(K) = (V ×Y V ′) ∩ q−1(K).
Therefore
p−1(K) ∩ U ×Y U ′ = q−1(K) ∩ (U ×S U ′) ∩ (V ×Y V ′).
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Since V ×Y V ′ is closed, it suffices show that q−1(K) ∩ (U ×S U ′) is compact
whenever K is compact. Let f : V → S and g : V ′ → S denote the given maps, we
have q−1(K) = f−1(K)×S g−1(K) and therefore
q−1(K) ∩ (U ×S U ′) = (f−1(K) ∩ U)×S (g−1(K) ∩ U ′),
which is compact (because S is Hausdorff). So we have proved the lemma in the
C-analytic case.
Now let us turn to the k-analytic case. The assumption that X → Y is an
affinoid domain implies that it is a monomorphism. So the map U×XU ′ → U×Y U ′
is an isomorphism. Therefore the map U ×X U ′ → V ×Y V ′ is an embedding of an
affinoid domain.
By the assumptions, there exists a positive real number  < 1, positive integers
n, n′, and commutative diagrams
U DnS()
V DnS(1),/
U ′ Dn′S ()
V ′ Dn′S (1),/
where DnS() denotes the n-dimensional closed polydisc with radius , similar for
the others, and the two arrows on the bottom denote closed immersions.
Taking fiber product of the two commutative diagrams above over S, we obtain
U ×S U ′ Dn+n′S ()
V ×S V ′ Dn+n′S (1),/
(4.1)
where the bottom line denotes a closed immersion. So we have proved that
U ×S U ′ bS V ×S V ′.
Combining the closed immersions U ×Y U ′ → U ×S U ′ and V ×Y V ′ → V ×S V ′
with Eq. (4.1), we obtain
U ×Y U ′ U ×S U ′ Dn+n′S ()
V ×Y V ′ V ×S V ′ Dn+n′S (1).
/
/ /
Since the composition of the bottom line is a closed immersion, we have proved
that U ×X U ′ ' U ×Y U ′ bS V ×Y V ′, completing the proof. 
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Proposition 4.16. Let S be a representable analytic stack and let X be an analytic
stack separated over S. Let U,U ′, V, V ′ be representable analytic stacks over X,
such that U bS V and U ′ bS V ′. Then we have U ×X U ′ bS V ×X V ′.
Proof. As in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 4.15, we have the following
pullback diagram
U ×X U ′ V ×X V ′ X
U ×S U ′ V ×S V ′ X ×S X.
∆X/S
Since X is separated over S, the diagonal morphism ∆X/S is proper. It follows
from Proposition 4.12 that both V ×X V ′ → V ×S V ′ and U ×X U ′ → U ×S U ′ are
proper morphisms.
Set U ′′ := U ×S U ′ and V ′′ := V ×S V ′. Lemma 4.15 implies that U ′′ bS V ′′.
Let Ω bV ′′ Ω′ be a weakly proper pair of representable stacks over V ′′. Using
Lemma 4.13, we deduce that Ω×V ′′ U ′′ bS Ω′.
Let us choose a finite double atlas {Ωi bV ′′ Ω′i}i∈I of V ×X V ′. Using Lemma 4.13,
we deduce that Ωi ×V ′′ U ′′ bS Ω′i for every i ∈ I. Moreover {Ωi ×V ′′ U ′′}i∈I gives a
finite atlas of U ×X U ′. Therefore, U ×X U ′ → V ×X V ′ is a weakly proper pair
over S. 
Corollary 4.17. Let S be a representable analytic stack and consider a commutative
diagram of analytic stacks over S
U X U ′
V Y V ′.
Assume that U bS V , U ′ bS V ′ and that Y is separated over S. Moreover,
assume that X → Y is representable by open immersions in the C-analytic case
and by embeddings of affinoid domains in the k-analytic case. Then we have
U ×X U ′ bS V ×Y V ′.
Proof. SinceX → Y is in particular representable by monomorphisms, the canonical
map
U ×X U ′ → U ×Y U ′
is an isomorphism. We are therefore reduced to the case where X → Y is the
identity map. In this case, choose finite atlases {Ui}i∈I , {Vi}i∈I of U and V and
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{U ′j}j∈J , {V ′j }j∈J of U ′ and V ′ satisfying the relations Ui bS Vi and U ′j b V ′j . It
follows from Proposition 4.16 that
Ui ×X U ′j b Vi ×X V ′j .
Let {Wijk} and {W ′ijk} be respectively finite atlases of Ui ×X U ′j and of Vi ×X V ′j
satisfying Wijk bS W ′ijk. We see that the collection {Wijk} forms, as the indices i,
j and k vary, an atlas for U ×X U ′, while {W ′ijk} forms an atlas for Vi ×X V ′j . This
completes the proof. 
5. Direct images of coherent sheaves
5.1. Sheaves on geometric stacks. In this section, we study sheaves on geomet-
ric stacks and operations on these sheaves.
Let (C, τ,P) be a geometric context and let X be a geometric stack with respect
to this geometric context.
In order to speak of sheaves on X, we need to specify a site associated to X on
which the sheaves will live. Our choice is an analog of the classical lisse-étale site
[29, 38]. We remark that the functoriality problem associated with lisse-étale sites
disappears in our ∞-categorical approach (see Olsson [38] for a description of the
problem and a different solution). Other possible choices are analogs of the big
sites as in [43]. However, as pointed out in Tag 070A loc. cit., the pushforward
functor defined via the big sites does not preserve quasi-coherent sheaves. This
drawback would make the theory more complicated.
Let (C/X)P denote the full subcategory of the overcategory Sh(C, τ)∧/X spanned
by P-morphisms from representable stacks to X. The topology τ on C induces a
topology on (C/X)P such that coverings in C/X are coverings in C after forgetting
the maps to X. We denote the induced topology again by τ . So we obtain an
∞-site ((C/X)P, τ).
For any presentable ∞-category T, we denote ShT(X) := ShT((C/X)P, τ), the
∞-category of T-valued sheaves on X. We denote by ShT(X)∧ the full subcategory
spanned by hypercomplete T-valued sheaves.
Let Ab denote the category of abelian groups. Let D(Ab) be the unbounded
derived∞-category of Ab (cf. [36, 1.3.5.8]). It is a symmetric monoidal∞-category.
The natural t-structure on D(Ab) induces a t-structure on ShD(Ab)(X) in the
following way. Let Hn : D(Ab)→ Ab denote the nth cohomology functor. It induces
a functor from ShD(Ab)(X) to the category of presheaves of abelian groups on X.
By sheafification, we obtain a functor
Hn : ShD(Ab)(X)→ ShAb(X).
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Let Sh≤0D(Ab)(X) (resp. Sh
≥0
D(Ab)(X)) denote the full subcategory of ShD(Ab)(X)
spanned by objects F ∈ ShD(Ab)(X) such that Hn(F) = 0 for all n > 0 (resp.
n < 0). We have the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1 ([34, 1.7]). The full subcategories Sh≤0D(Ab)(X) and Sh
≥0
D(Ab)(X)
form a t-structure on ShD(Ab)(X). Moreover, the functor H0 : ShD(Ab)(X) →
ShAb(X) induces an equivalence between the heart of this t-structure and the
category ShAb(X).
We will denote by τ≤n and τ≥n the truncation functors associated to the t-
structure above.
Remark 5.2 ([34]). The ∞-symmetric monoidal structure on D(Ab) induces an
∞-symmetric monoidal structure on ShD(Ab)(X), which is compatible with the
t-structure in Proposition 5.1.
For the next proposition we will denote by t≤n and t≥n the truncation functors
for the canonical t-structure on D(Ab). The dual of [36, 1.2.1.5] shows that each
functor t≤n is a right adjoint.
Proposition 5.3. Let (C, τ) be an ∞-site and let F be a D(Ab)-valued sheaf on
(C, τ). The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) The sheaf F is left t-complete for the t-structure on ShD(Ab)(C, τ), in the sense
that F ' limm τ≥mF.
(ii) The Postnikov tower of the truncated sheaf t≤0 ◦ F converges.
(iii) The sheaf F is a hypercomplete D(Ab)-valued sheaf.
(iv) The truncated sheaf t≤0 ◦ F is hypercomplete when seen as an S-valued sheaf.
Proof. We first address the equivalence between (i) and (ii). Form a fiber sequence
F′ → F → F′′
where F′ ∈ Sh≤0D(Ab)(C, τ) and F′′ ∈ Sh≥1D(Ab)(C, τ). Since the object F′′ is left
bounded, it is also left complete. It follows that F is left t-complete if and only if F′
is. On the other side, t≤0 ◦ F′′ = 0 and therefore t≤0 ◦ F ' t≤0 ◦ F′. In other words,
we can replace F by F′, or, equivalently, we can assume from the very beginning
that F belongs to Sh≤0D(Ab)(C, τ). In this case, we can use [36, 1.2.1.9] to see that the
Postnikov tower of F (computed in Sh≤0D(Ab)(C, τ)) coincides with the tower of left
t-truncations. Since t≤0 is a right adjoint, it commutes with limits and therefore
we conclude that (i) implies (ii). For the other direction, if the Postnikov tower of
t≤0 ◦ F converges, so does the Postnikov tower of t≤n ◦ F ' t≤0 ◦ (F[n]) for every
non-negative integer n. Let us denote by F∧ the limit of the Postnikov tower of F.
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Since t≤n commutes with limits for every non-negative integer n, it follows that for
each U ∈ C the natural map F(U)→ F∧(U) induces equivalences
t≤n(F(U))→ t≤n(F∧(U))
for every non-negative integer n. We conclude that the map F(U)→ F∧(U) is an
equivalence and therefore (ii) implies (i).
Now we turn to the equivalence between (ii) and (iv). It suffices to prove that
the hypercompleteness for an S-valued sheaf is equivalent to the convergence of
its Postnikov tower. Let G ∈ Sh(C, τ). If G is hypercomplete, then it belongs
to the hypercompletion Sh(C, τ)∧, and so does every τ≤n(G). Since Sh(C, τ)∧ is
hypercomplete, we see that
G ' lim τ≤n(G)
is in Sh(C, τ)∧. Then it is enough to note that Sh(C, τ)∧ is a localization of Sh(C, τ),
and therefore the inclusion functor preserves limits. For the other direction, if the
Postnikov tower of G converges, then G is the limit of hypercomplete objects and
it is therefore hypercomplete itself.
Finally we prove the equivalence between (iii) and (iv). Since t≤0 is a right
adjoint, we see immediately that (iii) implies (iv). Now assume that (iv) holds.
Then the Postnikov tower of t≤0 ◦ F converges and therefore the Postnikov tower
of t≤0 ◦ (F[n]) converges for every non-negative integer n. It follows that each
t≤0 ◦ (F[n]) takes hypercoverings to limit diagrams. Let U• → U be a hypercovering
in C. We want to prove that the canonical map
F(U)→ limF(U•)
is an equivalence. Since t≤n is a right adjoint, the hypothesis implies that each
induced map
t≤nF(U)→ t≤n (limF(U•)) ' lim t≤nF(U•)
is an equivalence, completing the proof. 
Corollary 5.4. Every sheaf in Sh≥0D(Ab)(X) is hypercomplete.
Proof. It follows from the implication (i)⇒(iii) in Proposition 5.3. 
From now on, we restrict to one of the following geometric contexts: (Aff, τe´t,Psm),
(StnC, τan,Psm) and (Afdk, τqe´t,Pqsm).
The site (C, τ) has a structure sheaf of ordinary rings OC defined by OC(S) = Γ(OS)
for every S ∈ C.
Lemma 5.5. Via composition with the inclusion Ab→ D(Ab), the sheaf OC is a
hypercomplete sheaf in the heart Sh♥D(Ab)(C, τ).
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Proof. Since the restriction of OC to any objects in the category C is acyclic, we see
that via composition with the inclusion Ab→ D(Ab), OC belongs to ShD(Ab)(C, τ).
It lies obviously in the heart Sh♥D(Ab)(C, τ). Therefore, it is hypercomplete by
Proposition 2.4. 
Let X be a geometric stack. Composing with the forgetful functor (C/X)P → C,
we obtain from OC a structure sheaf OX , which is a hypercomplete sheaf in the
heart Sh♥D(Ab)(X). Regarding OX as a commutative algebra object in ShD(Ab)(X)∧,
we define the derived ∞-category OX-Mod as the ∞-category of left OX-module
objects of ShD(Ab)(X)∧ ([36, 4.2.1.13]). It follows from [36, 3.4.4.2] that OX-Mod
is a presentable ∞-category.
Remark 5.6 ([35, 2.1.3]). The ∞-category OX-Mod is endowed with a t-structure
and a symmetric monoidal structure induced by ShD(Ab)(X), which are compatible
with each other. We denote by OX-Mod♥ the heart.
Remark 5.7. Assume that X is a representable stack. Then OX-Mod♥ coincides
with the category of OX-modules over the lisse-étale site of X (cf. [35, Proposition
2.1.3 and Remark 2.1.5]). Since X is a representable stack, the lisse-étale site of
X is a 1-category. In particular, the associated ∞-topos is 1-localic. Thus, the
hypotheses of [35, Proposition 2.1.8] are satisfied. This allows us to identify the
full subcategory of OX-Mod spanned by left-bounded objects with the derived
∞-category D+(OX-Mod♥). Since all the objects of OX-Mod are hypercomplete
by definition, Proposition 5.3 shows that the induced t-structure on OX-Mod is left
t-complete. Therefore, we obtain an equivalence OX-Mod ' D(OX-Mod♥). This
last statement is false for a general geometric stack.
For the functoriality of sheaves on geometric stacks, it is useful to introduce
another ∞-site. Let (Geom/X)P denote the full subcategory of the overcategory
Sh(C, τ)∧/X spanned by morphisms from geometric stacks to X which are in n-P
for some n. We consider the topology on (Geom/X)P generated by coverings of
the form {Ui/X → U/X}i∈I such that every morphism Ui → U is in n-P for
some n and that the morphism ∐Ui → U is an effective epimorphism. By an
abuse of notation, we denote this topology again by P. So we obtain an ∞-site
((Geom/X)P,P).
Lemma 5.8. Let u : (C/X)P → (Geom/X)P denote the inclusion functor. For any
presentable ∞-category T, the functors uT ∧s and
(
uT s
)∧
introduced in Section 2.4
uT ∧s : ShT((C/X)P, τ)∧  ShT((Geom/X)P,P)∧ :
(
uT s
)∧
are equivalences of ∞-categories.
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Proof. By [33, 1.1.12], it suffices to prove the statement for T = S. We note that for
each of the geometric contexts (Aff, τe´t,Psm), (StnC, τan,Psm) and (Afdk, τqe´t,Pqsm),
surjective morphisms in P have sections locally with respect to the topology τ .
Therefore, we conclude by Proposition 2.22. 
Let f : X → Y be a morphism of geometric stacks. It induces a continuous
functor
v : (Geom/Y )P → (Geom/X)P, U 7→ U ×Y X.
The functor v commutes with pullbacks, so by Lemmas 2.14 and 5.8, we obtain a
pair of adjoint functors ( vD(Ab) ∧s ,
(
vD(Ab) s
)∧
), which we denote for simplicity as
fD −1 : ShD(Ab)(Y )∧  ShD(Ab)(X)∧ : fD ∗.
Via the natural map OY → fD ∗OX , the functor fD ∗ induces a composite functor
OX-Mod→ fD ∗OX-Mod→ OY -Mod,
which we denote by
Rf∗ : OX-Mod −→ OY -Mod.
By base change along the natural map fD −1OY → OX , the functor fD −1 induces
a composite functor
OY -Mod→ fD −1OY -Mod→ OX-Mod,
which we denote by
Lf ∗ : OY -Mod −→ OX-Mod.
The notations Lf ∗, Rf∗ are chosen in accordance with the classical terminology.
We denote Lif ∗ := Hi ◦ Lf ∗, Rif∗ := Hi ◦ Rf∗ for every i ∈ Z.
Proposition 5.9. The functor Lf ∗ is left adjoint to the functor Rf∗.
Proof. Observe that the map OY → fD ∗OX factors canonically as
OY → fD ∗ fD −1OY → fD ∗OX .
Therefore, Rf∗ can be factored as the composition
OX-Mod→ fD ∗OX-Mod→ fD ∗ fD −1OY -Mod→ OY -Mod.
Observe now that there is a commutative diagram
fD −1OY -Mod OX-Mod
OY -Mod fD ∗ fD −1OY -Mod fD ∗OX-Mod.
(5.1)
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The horizontal functors are forgetful functors and therefore they have left adjoints.
We claim that the functors fD −1OY -Mod → fD ∗ fD −1OY -Mod and OX-Mod →
fD ∗OX-Mod also have left adjoints. Up to replacing OX with fD −1OY , we see that
it is enough to prove the existence of left adjoint in the second case.
Using [36, 4.3.3.2, 4.3.3.13], the forgetful functors
OX-Mod→ ShD(Ab)(X)∧, fD ∗OX-Mod→ ShD(Ab)(Y )∧
admit left adjoints and are conservative. Moreover, [36, 4.2.3.5] shows that they
commute with arbitrary limits and colimits. Consider the diagram
OX-Mod ShD(Ab)(X)∧
fD ∗OX-Mod ShD(Ab)(Y )∧
fD ∗
and observe that it is commutative by definition of the functor OX-Mod →
fD ∗OX-Mod. Furthermore, fD ∗ is by definition a morphism in PrR, the∞-category
of presentable ∞-categories with morphisms given by right adjoints. In particular,
there exists a regular cardinal κ 0 such that fD ∗ commutes with κ-filtered col-
imits. These observations imply that the induced functor OX-Mod→ fD ∗OX-Mod
commutes with limits and κ-filtered colimits. It follows from the adjoint functor
theorem that this functor admits a left adjoint.
Passing to left adjoints in the diagram (5.1), we obtain another commutative
diagram
fD −1OY -Mod OX-Mod
OY -Mod fD ∗ fD −1OY -Mod fD ∗OX-Mod.
To complete the proof, it is now enough to observe that Rf ∗ is by definition the
composition
OY -Mod→ fD −1OY -Mod→ OX-Mod,
and that the composition
OY -Mod→ fD ∗ fD −1OY -Mod→ fD ∗OX → OX-Mod
is by construction a left adjoint of Rf∗. 
Remark 5.10. By Proposition 5.9, the functors Lf ∗ and Rf∗ are exact functors
between stable ∞-categories. Moreover, concerning t-structures, the functor Rf∗
is left t-exact, while the functor Lf ∗ is right t-exact. Indeed, the functor fD ∗ is
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left t-exact by construction, and therefore the functor Rf∗ is also left t-exact. It
follows by adjunction that the functor Lf ∗ is right t-exact.
For the purpose of cohomological descent, we will consider (augmented) simplicial
geometric stacks, that is, (augmented) simplicial objects in the ∞-category of
geometric stacks.
Let f • : X• → X be an augmented simplicial (analytic or algebraic) stack. The
functors Lf ∗ induce a functor
Lf •∗ : OX-Mod→ lim←−OX•-Mod
where the limit is taken in the ∞-category PrL of presentable ∞-categories with
morphisms given by left adjoints. It admits a right adjoint which we denote by
Rf •∗ : lim←−OX•-Mod→ OX-Mod.
We refer to Section 8.2 for a detailed discussion on the functor Rf •∗ .
We denote Lif •∗ := Hi ◦ Lf •∗, Rif •∗ := Hi ◦ Rf •∗ for every i ∈ Z.
Definition 5.11. Let X be either an algebraic stack or an analytic stack. We
denote by Coh(X) the full subcategory of OX-Mod spanned by F ∈ OX-Mod for
which there exists an atlas {pii : Ui → X}i∈I such that for every i ∈ I, j ∈ Z, the
OUi-modules Ljpi∗i (F) are coherent sheaves.
We denote by Coh♥ (resp. Cohb(X), Coh+(X), Coh−(X)) the full subcategory
of Coh(X) spanned by objects cohomologically concentrated in degree 0 (resp.
locally cohomologically bounded, bounded below, bounded above).
5.2. Coherence of derived direct images for algebraic stacks.
Lemma 5.12 (devissage). Let T be a stable ∞-category equipped with a t-structure.
Let A0 be a full subcategory of the heart T♥. Let T+0 be the full subcategory of
T spanned by connective objects whose cohomologies are in A0. Let Tb0 be the
full subcategory of T+0 consisting of objects which are also coconnective. Let K be
a full subcategory of T containing A0 which is closed under equivalences, loops,
suspensions and extensions, then K contains Tb0. Moreover, assume that for any
object F ∈ T such that τ≤nF ∈ K for every n ≥ 0, we have F ∈ K. Then K
contains T+0 .
Proof. Let F ∈ Tb0. If F is concentrated in one degree, then F ∈ K, because K is
closed under loops and suspensions. In general, let i be the biggest index such that
Hi(F) 6= 0. We have a fiber sequence
τ≤i−1F → F → τ≥iF,
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where τ≥iF is concentrated in one degree. Since K is closed under extensions, it
follows from induction that F ∈ K. The last statement of the lemma follows from
the definition of T+0 . 
Theorem 5.13. Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism of locally noetherian algebraic
stacks. The derived pushforward functor
Rf∗ : OX-Mod −→ OY -Mod
sends the full subcategory Coh+(X) to the full subcategory Coh+(Y ).
Proof. The question being local on the target, we can assume that Y is representable.
Moreover we can assume that there exists a scheme P proper over Y and a surjective
Y -morphism p : P → X.
We proceed by induction on the geometric level n of the stack X. The case
n = −1 is classical. Assume that the statement holds when X is k-geometric for
k < n. Let us prove the case when X is n-geometric.
By noetherian induction, we can assume that the statement holds for any closed
substack of X not equal to X. Let K denote the full subcategory of Coh+(X)
spanned by the objects whose image under Rf∗ belongs to Coh+(Y ). Since Rf∗
is an exact functor of stable ∞-categories, the subcategory K is closed under
equivalences, loops, suspensions and extensions. Moreover, since Rf∗ is left t-
exact, the subcategory K verifies the last condition of Lemma 5.12. Therefore, by
Lemma 5.12, it suffices to prove that F ∈ K for any F ∈ Coh♥(X).
Let J be the nilradical ideal sheaf of X. Let F ∈ Coh♥(X). It is killed by a
power Jm for some m. For 1 ≤ l ≤ m, we have a short exact sequence
0→ Jl−1F/JlF → F/JlF → F/Jl−1F → 0.
By induction on l, in order to prove that F ∈ K, it suffices to prove that JF ∈ K.
In other words, we can assume that X is reduced.
Let F′ := Rp•∗ L0p•∗F. Theorem 8.3 implies the existence of a dense open substack
U of X such that the pullback P ×X U → U is flat. By cohomological descent
[46, 1.3.7.2], the natural morphism F → F′ is an equivalence over U . The spectral
sequence of Theorem 8.8 reads off as
Rtps∗ L0ps,∗F ⇒ Rt+sp•∗ L0p•∗F.
The induction hypothesis on the geometric level n shows that each Rtps∗ L0ps,∗F is
coherent. It follows that F′ ∈ Coh+(X).
Let G be the fiber of the morphism F → F′. We deduce that G ∈ Coh+(X). The
noetherian induction hypothesis implies that G ∈ K. Let g• denote the induced
morphism P • → Y . Once again, the induction hypothesis on the geometric level,
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together with the spectral sequence of Theorem 8.8, shows that Rg•∗ L0p•∗F ∈
Coh+(Y ). Since Rg•∗ = Rf∗ ◦ Rp•∗, we deduce that F′ = Rp•∗ L0p•∗F ∈ K. We
conclude that F ∈ K, completing the proof. 
5.3. Coherence of derived direct images for analytic stacks.
Lemma 5.14. Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism of analytic stacks, with Y
representable. Assume moreover that the identity X → X defines a weakly proper
pair over Y . Then there exists two hypercoverings U• and V• of X such that
Un bY Vn for every n ≥ 0.
Proof. We construct the two hypercoverings by successive refinements. Since the
identity of X is a weakly proper pair over Y , we can choose a finite double atlas
{U0i bY V 0i }i∈I0 of X. Denote by U0 (resp. V 0) the disjoint union of U0i (resp.
V 0i ) over i ∈ I0. We have U0 bY V 0. Since proper morphisms are separated,
Proposition 4.16 shows that U0×X U0 → V 0×X V 0 is a weakly proper pair over Y .
Choose finite atlases {U1i }i∈I1 and {V 1i }i∈I1 of U0×X U0 and V 0×X V 0 respectively
such that U1i bY V 1i . Set
U1 := U0 unionsq ∐
i∈I1
U1i ,
V 1 := V 0 unionsq ∐
i∈I1
V 1i .
We have U1 bY V 1. We define a morphism u1 : U1 → U0 ×X U0 (resp. v1 : V 1 →
V 0×XV 0) by taking the disjoint union of the atlas map with the diagonal embedding
U0 → U0 ×X U0 (resp. V 0 → V 0 ×X V 0). We define the face maps U1 ⇒ U0
(resp. V 1 ⇒ V 0) to be the composition of the face maps U0 ×X U0 ⇒ U0 (resp.
V 0 ×X V 0 ⇒ V 0) with the map u1 (resp. v1).
Suppose now that we have already built two n-truncated augmented simplicial
objects U•≤n and V•≤n such that Um≤n bY Vm≤n for every m ≤ n. Set Um := Um≤n,
V m := Vm≤n, and
Un+1 := coskn(U•≤n)n+1 = Un ×Un−1 Un ×Un−1 · · · ×Un−1 Un.
We define V n+1 in a similar way. Both are representable stacks. Moreover, an
iterated application of Proposition 4.16 shows that Un+1 bY V n+1. Proceeding by
induction, we obtain the hypercovering we need. 
Remark 5.15. The same reasoning in the proof of Lemma 5.14 shows the existence
of three hypercoverings U•,V•,W• of X such that Un bY Vn bY Wn for every
n ≥ 0.
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Proposition 5.16. Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism of k-analytic stacks.
Assume Y = SpA for a k-affinoid algebra A. Assume moreover that the identity
X → X defines a weakly proper pair over Y . Let F ∈ Coh♥(X). Then the
A-module Hn(X,F) is of finite type for any integer n. It is zero for n < 0.
Proof. We follow closely the proof of [26, Satz 2.6] (see also [24]). Let U• bY V •
be the double hypercovering of X constructed in Lemma 5.14. For every n ≥ 0,
let Bn, Cn be the k-affinoid algebras corresponding to Un and V n respectively.
Since F ∈ Coh♥(X), by Tate’s acyclicity theorem and [10, §2.1], the sections F(Un)
and F(V n) are respectively Bn-modules and Cn-modules of finite type. Since
Un bY V n, there exists a Banach A-module Dn and an epimorphism Dn → F(V n)
such that the composition of
Dn  F(V n)→ F(Un)
is a nuclear map.
Let Cˇ(U•,F) and Cˇ(V •,F) denote the Čech complexes of the sheaf F with respect
to the hypercoverings U• and V • respectively. We deduce that for every n ≥ 0,
there exists a Banach A-module En and an epimorphism En → Cˇn(V •,F) such
that the composition of
En  Cˇn(V •,F)→ Cˇn(U•,F)
is a nuclear map. Since the sheaf F is hypercomplete by definition, the Čech
complexes Cˇ(U•,F) and Cˇ(V •,F) both compute the cohomology of F.
So we have an isomorphism Hn(V •,F) ∼−→ Hn(U•,F). Therefore, using [26,
Korollar 1.5], both are A-modules of finite type. Since the Čech complexes vanish
in negative degrees, the A-moduleHn(X,F) vanishes in negative degrees as well. 
Proposition 5.17. Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism of k-analytic stacks. Let
F ∈ Coh♥(X). Then Rf∗(F) ∈ Coh+(Y ).
Proof. The statement being local on Y , we can assume that Y = SpA for some
k-affinoid algebra A and that the identity X → X defines a weakly proper pair
over Y . By induction on the dimension of Y as in the proof of [26, Satz 3.5], for
any affinoid domain U = SpB in Y , any integer n, we have
Hn(X ×Y U,F) ' Hn(X,F)⊗A B.
Combining with Proposition 5.16, we have proved the statement. 
Lemma 5.18. Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism of C-analytic stacks, with
Y representable. Assume moreover that the identity X → X defines a weakly
proper pair over Y . For every point y0 ∈ Y and every triple of open neighborhoods
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W2 b W1 b W0 of y0, there exist hypercoverings U•i of X ×Y Wi for i = 0, 1, 2 such
that U•2 b U•1 b U•0.
Proof. In virtue of Lemma 5.14 and Remark 5.15 we can choose a triple hypercov-
ering V•2 bY V•1 bY V•0 of X. Let W2 b W1 b W0 be arbitrary open neighborhoods
of y0 in Y , Lemma 4.14 shows that
V•2 ×Y W2 b V•1 ×Y W1,
V•1 ×Y W1 b V•0 ×Y W0.
Setting U•i := V•i ×Y Wi, the lemma is proven. 
Proposition 5.19. Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism of C-analytic stacks. Let
F ∈ Coh♥(X). Then Rf∗(F) ∈ Coh+(Y ).
Proof. The statement being local on Y , we can assume that Y = S is representable
and that the identity X → X defines a weakly proper pair over S. Fix a point
s0 ∈ S, it suffices to prove that Rnf∗F is coherent in a neighborhood of s0. We can
assume that S0 := S admits a closed embedding in an open subset Ω of Cm for
some m. Let B(s0, R2) b B(s0, R1) b Ω be polydisks and set Si := S ∩ B(s0, Ri)
for i = 1, 2. We have S1 b S0. Invoking Lemma 5.18, we obtain hypercoverings U•i
of Si ×Y X for i = 0, 1, 2 which satisfy U•2 b U•1 b U•0.
Now fix a degree r and let U ′′α b U ′α b Uα be connected components of Ur2, Ur1
and Ur0 respectively. Choose a closed embedding iα : Uα → Ωα, where Ωα is an
Stein open subset of Cn for some n. Since U ′α b Uα, we can find an open subset
Ω′α b Ωα such that U ′α = Ω′α ∩ Uα. Observe that in this way U ′α becomes a closed
subspace of Ω′α. We can therefore find a Stein neighborhood W of U ′α contained in
Ω′α. Since the closure of such a neighborhood in Ωα is closed inside Ω′α, we see that
W b Ωα. In other words, we can assume that Ω′α is a Stein neighborhood of U ′α.
Reasoning in the same way, we find a third Stein open subset Ω′′α b Ω′α such that
U ′′α = Ω′′α ∩ Uα.
Denote by j : S2 → B(s0, R2) the given embeddings and introduce the sheaf
Fα := (iα × (j ◦ f))∗(F).
Observe that Fα is coherent because iα × (j ◦ f) is a closed immersion of repre-
sentable C-analytic stacks. Let D b B(s0, R2) be a concentric polydisk. Using [12,
Proposition 2] we conclude that
F(U ′′α ×X f−1(D)) = Fα(Ω′′α ×D)
is a fully transverse O(D)-module, and the same goes for
F(U ′α ×X f−1(D)) = Fα(Ω′α ×D).
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Moreover, the restriction map
F(U ′α ×X f−1(D))→ F(U ′′α ×X f−1(D))
is O(D)-subnuclear by [12, Proposition 4]. For every Stein open subset V ⊂ D, we
deduce from the proof of [12, Proposition 2] that
O(V )⊗ˆO(D)F(Uα ×X f−1(D)) = F(Uα ×X f−1(V )).
It follows that the Čech complex Cˇ(U•2 ×X f−1(D),F) is a fully transverse O(D)-
module, and the same goes for Cˇ(U•1 ×X f−1(D),F).
Let V ⊂ S2 be a Stein open subset. Since both V ×S U•2 and V ×S U•1 are acyclic
hypercoverings, we obtain isomorphisms
H•(Cˇ(V ×S U•1,F)) ' H•(V ×S X,F) ' H•(Cˇ(V ×S U•2,F)).
It follows that the restriction map
F((D ∩ S)×S Vk)→ F((D ∩ S)×S Uk)
is a quasi-isomorphism which is O(D)-subnuclear in every degree.
Set D = D(s0, R) and Dt = D(s0, tR) for 0 < t < 1. [12, Théorème 2] shows
that for every integer N and every t < 1, there is a complex of finitely generated
free O-modules L•N and a O(Dt)-linear quasi-isomorphism of complexes
L•N(Dt)→ τ≤N Cˇ((Dt ∩W )×Y V•,F).
When V ⊂ Dt is an arbitrary Stein open subset, it follows from [12, Proposition 3]
that
L•N(V )→ τ≤N Cˇ((V ∩W )×Y U•2,F)
is a quasi-isomorphism. At this point, we conclude along the same lines as [12, §7].

Theorem 5.20. Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism of analytic stacks. The
derived pushforward functor
Rf∗ : OX-Mod −→ OY -Mod
sends the full subcategory Coh+(X) to the full subcategory Coh+(Y ).
Proof. The statement being local on the target, we can assume that Y is repre-
sentable and that the identity morphism X → X defines a weakly proper pair over
Y . Then the theorem follows from Lemma 5.12, Proposition 5.19 and Proposi-
tion 5.17. 
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6. Analytification functors
6.1. Analytification of algebraic stacks. In this section, we define the ana-
lytification of algebraic stacks locally finitely presented over A, where A is either
a Stein algebra or a k-affinoid algebra. We use the various geometric contexts
introduced in Section 3.
Let A be a Stein algebra, that is, the algebra of functions on a Stein C-analytic
space S. The analytification functor in [20, § VIII] induces a morphism of geometric
contexts
(−)an : (Aff lfpA , τe´t,Psm)→ (StnS, τe´t,Psm),
where StnS denotes the category of Stein C-analytic spaces over S.
By Lemma 2.24, we obtain a complex analytification functor for sheaves
(−)an : Sh(Aff lfpA , τe´t)∧ → Sh(StnS, τe´t)∧
which preserves geometric stacks. We obtain the absolute case by setting A = C.
In the k-analytic case, we let A be a k-affinoid algebra and S = SpA. Similarly,
the non-archimedean analytification functor in [5] induces a non-archimedean
analytification functor for sheaves
(−)an : Sh(Aff lfpA , τe´t)∧ → Sh(AnS, τqe´t)∧
which preserves geometric stacks, where AnS denotes the category of k-analytic
spaces over S. We obtain the absolute case by setting A = k.
Lemma 6.1. Let f : X → Y be a smooth (resp. quasi-smooth) and surjective mor-
phism of C-analytic (resp. k-analytic) stacks. Then f is an effective epimorphism.
Proof. It suffices to show that for any representable stack S and any morphism S →
Y , there exists an étale (resp. quasi-étale) covering {Si}i∈I of S and factorizations
of Si → Y through X. This follows from the existence of étale (resp. quasi-étale)
sections of smooth (resp. quasi-smooth) and surjective morphisms of C-analytic
spaces (resp. strictly k-analytic spaces). 
Lemma 6.2. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of C-analytic stacks, with Y rep-
resentable. Then f is weakly proper if and only if for every Stein open subset
W b Y and every atlas {Ui}i∈I of X there exists a finite subset I ′ ⊂ I such that
{W ×Y Ui}i∈I′ is an atlas for W ×Y X.
Proof. First we assume that f is weakly proper. Since W is relatively compact
in Y we can find a finite family {Yj → Y }j∈J of smooth morphisms such that
W is contained in the union of the images of Yj in Y and that every identity
map X ×Y Yj → X ×Y Yj defines a weakly proper pair over Yj. Let W ′ be the
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union of the images of Yj in Y , then W b W ′. We claim that the identity map
X ×Y W ′ → X ×Y W ′ also defines a weakly proper pair over W ′. Indeed, let us
denote by {Vjk bYj V ′jk}k∈K the finite double atlas of X ×Y Yj in the definition of
weakly proper pair. Then the families {Vjk}j,k and {V ′jk}j,k form atlases of X×Y W ′
and they are finite, so that the claim is proved.
We can therefore assume that Y = W ′ and that the identity map X → X is
a weakly proper pair from the very beginning. Let {Vj bY V ′j }j∈J be the finite
double atlas in the definition of weakly proper pair. Lemma 4.13 shows that
Vj ×Y W b V ′j .
If {Ui}i∈I is any atlas of X, up to refining it we can assume that every Ui → X
factors through V ′j for some j. Let us denote by Ij the subset of I consisting of
indices i for which Ui factors precisely through V ′j . We conclude that there always
exists a finite subset I ′j of Ij such that Vj ×Y W is contained in the union of the
images of Ui → V ′j . Taking I ′ to be the union of all the Ij, we conclude the proof
of this implication.
For the converse, it suffices to exhibit a smooth atlas {Yi}i∈I of Y such that each
identity map X ×Y Yi → X ×Y Yi is a weakly proper pair. We can build in fact an
analytic atlas of Y with the desired property. Indeed, let y ∈ Y be any point and
let W b Y be a Stein open neighborhood of y. Let {Vj b V ′j }j∈J be a double atlas
of X. By hypothesis, we can find a finite subset J ′ ⊂ J such that {Vj ×Y W}j∈J ′
is an atlas for X ×Y W . Then the same will be true for {V ′j ×Y W}j∈J ′ . Moreover,
Lemma 4.11 shows that Vj ×Y W bW V ′j ×Y W , thus completing the proof. 
Proposition 6.3. Let S be a Stein C-analytic space and let A = Γ(OS). Let
f : X → Y be a proper morphism of algebraic stacks relative to A in Sh(Aff lfpA , τe´t)∧.
Then the analytification f an : Xan → Y an is a proper morphism of C-analytic stacks
over S.
Proof. Arguing by induction on the geometric level, it suffices to prove that f an
is weakly proper. Since the question is local on Y an, we can assume that there
exists a scheme P proper over Y and a surjective Y -morphism p : P → X. Let T
be any Stein space and let T → Y an be any smooth morphism. Let us prove that
the induced morphism Xan ×Y an T → T is weakly proper. Let B := Γ(OT ), and
consider the proper morphism of algebraic stacks relative to B
X ×Y Spec(B)→ Spec(B)
The analytification relative to B of this morphisms coincides with the analytification
relative to A. So we can reduce to the case Y = Spec(A).
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Since f ◦ p : P → Y is proper, [20, Proposition 2.6.(iii)] shows that (f ◦ p)an
is a proper morphism of complex analytic spaces. Now we use the equivalent
formulation given in Lemma 6.2 to show that f an is a weakly proper morphism.
Let W b Y be an open subset and let {Ui}i∈I be any smooth atlas for Xan. If we
base change to P we obtain an effective epimorphism∐
i∈I
P an ×X Ui → P an.
If {Vij}j∈Ji is a smooth atlas for P an ×X Ui, using the properness of (f ◦ p)an, we
can find a finite subset J ′ of ⋃i∈I Ji such that {Vij}j∈J ′ is an atlas for W ×Y an P an.
This finite subset J ′ induces a finite subset I ′ of I having the property that∐
i∈I′
W ×Y an P an ×X Ui → W ×Y an P an
is an effective epimorphism. It follows that the morphism
U :=
∐
i∈I′
W ×Y an Ui → W ×Y an Xan
is a smooth and surjective. So we conclude by Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2. 
Proposition 6.4. Let A be a k-affinoid algebra. Let f : X → Y be a proper mor-
phism of algebraic stacks relative to A in Sh(Aff lfpA , τe´t)∧. Then the analytification
f an : Xan → Y an is a proper morphism of k-analytic stacks over SpA.
Proof. We denote S = SpecA and San = SpA. By induction on the geometric
level, it suffices to prove that f an is weakly proper. The statement being local on Y ,
without loss of generality, we can assume that Y = S and that there exists a scheme
P proper over S and a surjective S-morphism p : P → X. Then P an → Xan is
surjective and P an → San is proper. In particular, P an is compact as a topological
space.
Let {Ui}i∈I be an atlas for X. Put U := ∐Ui. Since the morphism U → X is
smooth, the analytification Uan → Xan is also smooth, in particular boundaryless.
Thus for any point u ∈ Uan, there exists two affinoid neighborhoods Vu and Wu of
u in Uan such that Vu bSan Wu.
Let {U ′i}i∈I′ be an atlas for U ×P X. Put U ′ :=
∐
U ′i . For every point j ∈ P an,
choose a point x(j) ∈ (U ′)an which projects to j. Let x(j) denote the image of x(j)
under the composition (U ′)an → Uan×P an Xan → Uan. Let Vx(j) := Vx(j)×Uan (U ′)an
and let V ′j be the image of Vx(j) under the morphism (U ′)an → P an. Since Vx(j)
is a neighborhood of x(j) in Uan, Vx(j) is a neighborhood of x(j) in (U ′)an. Since
(U ′)an → P an is smooth, V ′j is a neighborhood of j in P an. By the compactness of
P an, there exists a finite set of points J ⊂ P an such that ∐j∈J V ′j covers P an. By
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Lemma 6.1, {Vx(j)}j∈J and {Wx(j)}j∈J are two atlases for the stack Xan. So we
have proved that Xan is weakly proper over San. 
6.2. Analytification of coherent sheaves. Let A be a Stein algebra or a k-
affinoid algebra. Let X be an algebraic stack locally finitely presented over A.
Let (Aff lfpA , τe´t,Psm), (AnC, τe´t,Psm) and (Ank, τqe´t,Pqsm) be as in Section 3.
Let
(
((Aff lfpA )/X)Psm , τe´t
)
and ((Geom/X)Psm ,Psm) be the ∞-sites introduced in
Section 5.1 with respect to the geometric context (Aff lfpA , τe´t,Psm).
For the analytificationXan ofX, we denote by ((An/Xan)P, τe´t) and (Geom/Xan)P,P)
the corresponding ∞-sites similar as above.
The analytification functor induces a continuous functor
uX : ((Aff lfpA )/X)Psm → (An/Xan)P,
which satisfies the assumption of Lemma 2.13. By Lemma 2.14, we obtain a pair
of adjoint functors
(
u
D(Ab) ∧
X,s,
(
u
D(Ab) s
X
)∧)
, which we denote for simplicity as
uD ∧s : ShD(Ab)(X)∧  ShD(Ab)(Xan)∧ :
(
uD s
)∧
.
Let OX and OXan denote respectively the structure sheaves of X and Xan. We
have a morphism
OX →
(
uD s
)∧
OXan
defined by the morphism
OX(U) = OU(U)→ OUan(Uan) = OXan(Uan) =
(
uD s
)∧
OXan(U)
for every representable stack U and every morphism U → X. By adjunction, this
corresponds to a morphism uD ∧sOX → OXan , and therefore defines via base change
a functor
(−)an : OX-Mod −→ OXan-Mod.
We remark that the functor above preserves coherent sheaves.
7. GAGA theorems
7.1. Comparison of derived direct images. In this section, we compare alge-
braic derived direct images with analytic derived direct images. We prove the
analog of [41, Theorem 1] for higher stacks.
Let A be either the field of complex numbers or a k-affinoid algebra. Let
f : X → Y be a morphism of algebraic stacks locally finitely presented over A.
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Using the notations in Section 6.2, the following commutative diagram
((Aff lfpA )/X)Psm (An/Xan)P
((Aff lfpA )/Y )Psm (An/Y an)P
uX
v
uY
van
induces a canonical comparison morphism
(Rf∗F)an −→ Rf an∗ Fan
for any F ∈ OX-Mod.
Theorem 7.1. Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism of algebraic stacks locally
finitely presented over SpecA, where A is either the field of complex numbers or a
k-affinoid algebra. The canonical comparison morphism
(Rf∗F)an −→ Rf an∗ Fan
in Coh+(Y an) is an isomorphism for all F ∈ Coh+(X).
Proof. The question being local on the target, we can assume that Y is representable.
Moreover we can assume that there exists a scheme P proper over Y and a surjective
Y -morphism p : P → X.
We proceed by induction on the geometric level n of the stack X. The case
n = −1 is classical [19, 28]. Assume that the statement holds when X is k-geometric
for k < n. Let us prove the case when X is n-geometric.
We use noetherian induction as in the proof of Theorem 5.13. So we can
assume that X is reduced. By devissage (Lemma 5.12), it suffices to prove for
F ∈ Coh♥(X).
By Theorem 8.3, there exists a dense open substack U ⊂ X over which the
morphism p : P → X is flat. Let p• : P • → X be the simplicial nerve of p and put
F′ := Rp•∗ L0p•∗(F). By Theorem 5.13, we have F′ ∈ Coh+(X).
Cohomological descent implies that the canonical morphism F → F′ restricts
to an isomorphism over U . Therefore, by the noetherian induction hypothesis, it
suffices to prove that the theorem holds for F′.
By the induction hypothesis on the geometric level and the spectral sequence of
Theorem 8.8, we have an isomorphism
(Rp•∗ L0p•∗F)an
∼−−→ Rp•an∗ (L0p•∗F)an.
So we have isomorphisms
R(f ◦ p•)an∗ (L0p•∗F)an ' R(f an ◦ p•an)∗(L0p•∗F)an
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' Rf an∗ Rp•an∗ (L0p•∗F)an ' Rf an∗ (Rp•∗ L0p•∗F)an. (7.1)
By the induction hypothesis on the geometric level and Theorem 8.8 again, we
have an isomorphism(
R(f ◦ p•)∗ L0p•∗F
)an ' R(f ◦ p•)an∗ (L0p•∗F)an.
Combining with Eq. (7.1), we obtain isomorphisms(
Rf∗(Rp•∗L0p•∗F)
)an ' (R(f ◦ p•)∗ L0p•∗F)an
' R(f ◦ p•)an∗ (L0p•∗F)an ' Rf an∗ (Rp•∗ L0p•∗F)an.
In other words, the theorem holds for F′ = Rp•∗ L0p•∗(F) ∈ Coh+(X). So we have
completed the proof. 
7.2. The existence theorem. In this section, we compare algebraic coherent
sheaves with analytic coherent sheaves. We prove the analog of [41, Theorems 2
and 3] for higher stacks.
Lemma 7.2. Let X be an algebraic stack locally of finite presentation over Spec(A),
where A is either the field of complex numbers or a k-affinoid algebra. Let F ∈
OX-Mod and assume we have
F ' lim τ≥−nF.
Then the analytification functor (−)an commutes with this limit.
Proof. Since the analytification functor is t-exact, we see that (τ≥nF)an ' τ≥nFan.
Therefore we have
Fan ' lim τ≥−nFan ' lim(τ≥−nF)an,
completing the proof. 
Proposition 7.3. Let X be an algebraic stack proper over SpecA, where A is
either the field of complex numbers or a k-affinoid algebra. Let F,G ∈ Coh(X).
Then the natural map
MapCoh(X)(F,G) −→ MapCoh(Xan)(Fan,Gan)
is an equivalence.
Proof. Let us first prove the result when both F and G belong to Coh♥(X). In
this case, it follows from [18, Chap. 0, 12.3.3] that the internal Hom RHomX(F,G)
belongs to Coh+(X). Moreover, we have an isomorphism for internal Hom’s(
RHomX(F,G)
)an ∼−−→ RHomXan(Fan,Gan)
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by Proposition 12.3.4 loc. cit. Taking global sections and using Theorem 7.1, we
have proved the statement for the case F,G ∈ Coh♥(X).
Recall that a stable Z-linear∞-category C is canonically enriched in D(Ab) ([16,
Examples 7.4.14, 7.4.15]). For every X ∈ C, we denote by MapD(Ab)C (X,−) : C→
D(Ab) the induced exact functor of stable ∞-categories. We have an equivalence
MapC(X, Y ) ' τ≥0 MapD(Ab)C (X, Y )
in S. Given F,G ∈ Coh(X), we denote by ψF,G the natural map
MapD(Ab)Coh(X)(F,G)→ MapD(Ab)Coh(Xan)(Fan,Gan).
We now deal with the bounded case. Fix F ∈ Cohb(X) and let KF be the
full subcategory of Cohb(X) spanned by those G ∈ Cohb(X) such that ψF,G is an
equivalence in D(Ab). It suffices to show that KF = Cohb(X). Observe that KF is
closed under extensions because MapD(Ab)Cohb(X)(F,−) : Cohb(X)→ D(Ab) preserves
fiber sequences. SinceKF is also closed under loops and suspensions, by Lemma 5.12,
it suffices to show that KF contains Coh♥(X). Let G ∈ Coh♥(X) and let KG be
the full subcategory of Cohb(X) spanned by those H ∈ Cohb(X) such that the
natural map
MapD(Ab)Cohb(X)(H,G)→ Map
D(Ab)
Cohb(Xan)(F
an,Gan)
is an equivalence in D(Ab). By Lemma 5.12 again, it suffices to show that KG
contains Coh♥(X), which is the result of the first paragraph of the proof.
We now turn to the general case. Since D(Ab) is both left and right t-complete,
it is enough to prove that for every integer n ∈ Z, pi−nψF,G is an isomorphism of
abelian groups. Since
pi−n MapD(Ab)OX (F,G) = pi0 Map
D(Ab)
OX
(F,G[n]),
pi−n MapD(Ab)OXan (F
an,Gan) = pi0 MapD(Ab)OXan (F
an,Gan[n]),
it suffices to treat the case n = 0. Observe that pi0 MapD(Ab)OX (F,G) can be identified
with the global sections of the cohomology sheaf H0(RHomOX (F,G)). We claim
that there are canonical equivalences
F ' colim
n
τ≤nF, G ' lim
m
τ≥mG,
where the limits and colimits are computed in OX-Mod. Indeed, the first one is
a consequence of the right completeness of the t-structure on OX-Mod (cf. [35,
Proposition 2.1.3]). The second one is a consequence of the hypercompleteness of
G and of Proposition 5.3. Using the fact that (−)an commutes with any colimits
and invoking Lemma 7.2, we conclude that
Fan ' colim
n
(τ≤nF)an, Gan ' lim
m
(τ≥mG)an.
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Moreover, the t-exactness of the analytification shows that (τ≤nF)an ' τ≤nFan and
(τ≥mG)an ' τ≥mGan. We are therefore reduced to the case where F ∈ Coh−(X)
and G ∈ Coh+(X). Assume that Hi(F) = 0 for i ≥ n0 and Hj(G) = 0 for j ≤ m0.
Then the same bounds hold for Fan and Gan. So we obtain:
pi0 MapD(Ab)OX (F,G) ' pi0 Map
D(Ab)
OX
(τ≥m0−1F, τ≤n0+1G)
pi0 MapD(Ab)OXan (F
an,Gan) ' pi0 MapD(Ab)OX (τ≥m0−1Fan, τ≤n0+1Gan).
Since both τ≥m0−1F and τ≤n0+1G belong to Cohb(X), we know that the canonical
map
MapD(Ab)OX (τ≥m0−1F, τ≤n0+1G)→ Map
D(Ab)
OX
(τ≥m0−1Fan, τ≤n0+1Gan)
is an equivalence. In conclusion, ψF,G is an equivalence for every F,G ∈ Coh(X),
completing the proof. 
Theorem 7.4. Let X be a proper algebraic stack over SpecA, where A is either
the field of complex numbers or a k-affinoid algebra. The analytification functor on
coherent sheaves induces an equivalence of 1-categories
Coh♥(X) −→ Coh♥(Xan). (7.2)
Proof. The full faithfulness follows from Proposition 7.3.
Let us prove the essential surjectivity. By descent of coherent sheaves, the
statement is local on SpecA. So we can assume that there exists a scheme P proper
over SpecA and a surjective A-morphism p : P → X.
We proceed by induction on the geometric level n of X. The case n = −1 is
classical [19, 28, 9]. Now assume that the functor (7.2) is an equivalence when the
geometric level of X is less than n.
Then we use noetherian induction as in the proof of Theorem 5.13. So we can
assume that X is reduced.
By Theorem 8.3, there exists a dense open substack U0 ⊂ X over which the map
p is flat. Let F be a coherent sheaf on Xan. Let p• : P • → X be the simplicial nerve
of p and put F′ := R0p•an∗ L0p•an∗(F). Theorem 5.20 plus the spectral sequence
of Theorem 8.8 shows that F′ is coherent. By the induction hypothesis on the
geometric level and Theorem 7.1, we see that F′ is algebraizable. By the noetherian
induction hypothesis, it suffices to prove that the canonical morphism F → F′
restricts to an isomorphism over the dense open substack U0.
Let us consider the k-analytic case first. Since the question is local on U0, it
suffices to prove that for any k-affinoid algebra B and any quasi-smooth morphism
V := SpB → Uan0 , the pullback of the morphism F → F′ to V is an isomorphism.
Let V alg := SpecB. Let FV := F ×Xan V and pV := p×X V alg. Since V is affinoid,
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the analytic coherent sheaf FV over V can be regarded as an algebraic coherent
sheaf over V alg, which we denote by FalgV .
Since pV is proper and faithfully flat, the canonical morphism
F
alg
V → R0p•V ∗ L0p•∗V (FalgV )
is an isomorphism by fppf descent. By Theorem 7.1 and the spectral sequence of
Theorem 8.8, the same holds for the canonical morphism FV → R0p•anV ∗ L0p•an∗V (FV ).
So we have proved the k-analytic case.
Let us turn to the C-analytic case. Since the question is local on U0, it suffices
prove that for any smooth morphism U1 → U0 with U1 representable, the pullback
of F → F′ to U1 is an isomorphism. For this, we only need to show that for
every relatively compact Stein open V b Uan1 , the pullback of F → F′ to V is an
isomorphism.
Set Gn := L0(pn)an∗(F) and G• := L0p•an∗(F). We have F′ = R0p•an∗ (G•). Let
FV := F ×Xan V and G•V := G• ×Xan V . By Lemma 8.12, FV is of global finite
presentation (cf. Definition 8.10). By Lemma 8.11, it determines a coherent sheaf
on Spec(B), which we denote by FalgV . The induction hypothesis on the geometric
level shows the existence of
E• ∈ lim←−Coh
+(P •)
such that E•an = G•.
Set A := Γ(OUan1 ) and B := Γ(OV ). Lemma 8.13 shows that B is a flat A-algebra.
Form the pullback diagram of simplicial algebraic stacks
P •V Spec(B)
P •U1 U1
p•V
j• i
For every n ∈ Z≥0, we consider the following diagram:
Coh+(P nU1) Coh
+((P nU1)an)
Coh+(P nV ) Coh+((P nV )an)
Coh+(U1) Coh+(Uan1 )
Coh+(Spec(B)) Coh+(V )
The square on the left side commutes by flat base change. The square on the
right side commutes because V → Uan1 is an open immersion. The square in
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the back commutes by Theorem 7.1. The top and bottom squares commute by
construction. As a result, for every H ∈ Coh+(P nV ) which is the pullback of an
element in Coh+(P nU1), one has
(R0pn∗ (H))an ' R0(pn)an∗ (Han).
Using the spectral sequence of Theorem 8.8, we conclude that for every H• ∈
lim←−Coh
+(P •V ) which is the pullback of an element in lim←−Coh
+(P •U1), one has
(R0p•∗(H•))an ' R0p•an∗ (H•an). (7.3)
Observe that G•V := L0p•∗V (F
alg
V ) is the pullback of E•. Therefore the isomorphism
(7.3) holds for H• = G•V . Now the proof proceeds as in the k-analytic case. 
Corollary 7.5. Let X be a proper algebraic stack over SpecA, where A is either
the field of complex numbers or a k-affinoid algebra. The analytification functor on
coherent sheaves induces an equivalence of ∞-categories
Coh(X) ∼−−→ Coh(Xan).
Proof. We know from Proposition 7.3 that the functor is fully faithful. Let us prove
the essential surjectivity. By devissage (Lemma 5.12), we see that Theorem 7.4
implies that
Cohb(X) −→ Cohb(Xan) (7.4)
is an equivalence. Let F ∈ Coh−(Xan). By the hypercompleteness of F and by
Proposition 5.3, we can write
F ' lim τ≥nF.
Since the analytification functor (−)an is fully faithful and essentially surjective on
Cohb(Xan), the diagram {τ≥nF} is the analytification of a tower {Gn} in Cohb(X).
Moreover, using the fact that the functor (−)an is conservative and t-exact, we
deduce that Gn ∈ Coh≥n(X) ∩ Cohb(X). Set G := limGn. We claim that G ∈
Coh−(X) and that τ≤nG ' Gn. In order to prove this we consider the canonical
map Gn → Gn+1. Since Gn+1 belongs to Coh≥n+1(X), we can canonically factor
this map as
Gn τ≥n+1Gn Gn+1
αn
Using once more the fact that the functor (−)an is conservative and t-exact, we
deduce that αn is an equivalence. Since the t-structure on Coh(X) is left complete,
it follows from [36, 1.2.1.18] that τ≤nG ' Gn. In particular, G ∈ Coh−(X). Now
using Lemma 7.2, we obtain
Gan ' limGann ' lim τ≥nF ' F.
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This proves that (−)an is essentially surjective on Coh−(Xan).
Finally, let F ∈ Coh(Xan). The same argument as above, applying to the
truncations τ≤nF and using the fact that (−)an commutes with colimits, shows that
there exists G ∈ Coh(X) such that Gan ' F. The proof is therefore complete. 
8. Appendices
8.1. Generic flatness for higher algebraic stacks. The goal of this section is
to generalize the generic flatness theorem to higher algebraic stacks.
We use the geometric context (Aff, τe´t,Psm) for algebraic stacks introduced in
Section 3.1. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of algebraic stacks. We define an
S-valued presheaf Y flat,f on the category Aff as follows. For any S ∈ Aff, let
Y
disc
flat,f (S) := {g ∈ pi0MapSh(Aff,τe´t)(S, Y ) such that S ×Y X → S is flat}.
We define Y flat,f (S) to be the pullback
Y flat,f (S) Map(S, Y )
Y
disc
flat,f (S) pi0Map(S, Y ).
Let Yflat,f denote the sheafification of Y flat,f .
Lemma 8.1. Assume that Y is a reduced noetherian scheme. For every morphism
of finite presentation f : X → Y with X a geometric stack, the presheaf Y flat,f is a
stack. Moreover, it is representable by a dense open subscheme of Y .
Proof. Let {Ui → X} be a smooth atlas for X, let U := ∐Ui and let p : U → X.
By the generic flatness theorem for schemes, the flat locus of f ◦ p is a dense open
subscheme of Y , which we denote by W . A map from a scheme S to Y factors
through W if and only if the pullback U ×Y S → S is flat. This pullback is flat if
and only if X ×Y S → S is flat, because U is an atlas for X. Therefore, we have
proved that Y flat,f = W . 
Lemma 8.2. Let f : X → Y be a finitely presented morphism of geometric stacks
and let V → Y be a morphism from a scheme to Y . Let g : V ×Y X → V be the
morphism induced by base change. Then the natural diagram
V flat,g Y flat,f
V Y
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is a pullback diagram in PSh(Aff).
Proof. By the Yoneda lemma, it suffices to prove that for every affine scheme S,
the canonical map
Map(S, V flat,g)→ Map(S, V )×Map(S,Y ) Map(S, Y flat,f )
is an equivalence. By the definition of V flat,g and Y flat,f , both the source and the
target of the above map can be embedded in Map(S, V ). Therefore, it suffices to
check that this map is an isomorphism on pi0. Indeed, an element in
pi0Map(S, V )×pi0Map(S,Y ) pi0Map(S, Y flat,f )
is just a morphism ϕ : S → V with the property that S ×Y X → S is flat. We
note that a morphism ϕ : S → V factors through pi0Map(S, V flat,g) if and only if
S ×V (V ×Y X)→ S is flat. So we have completed the proof. 
Theorem 8.3. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of finite type between noetherian
algebraic stacks, with Y being reduced. Then Yflat,f is a geometric stack and the
natural morphism Yflat,f → Y is a dense open immersion.
Proof. Let {Vi → Y } be an atlas for Y and let V := ∐Vi. Since the sheafification
functor is a left exact localization, applying the sheafification functor to the pullback
square of Lemma 8.2, we get a pullback diagram in the ∞-category of sheaves
Sh(Aff, τe´t). Lemma 8.1 implies that the sheafification of V flat,g coincides with itself,
and that the map Vflat,g → V is representable by a dense open immersion.
Moreover, we note that the morphism Vflat,g → Yflat,f is a smooth effective
epimorphism, so it defines a smooth atlas for Yflat,f . It follows that Yflat,f is
a geometric stack and that the natural morphism Yflat,f → Y is a dense open
immersion. 
8.2. A spectral sequence for descent. Suppose we are given a coaugmented
cosimplicial diagram C•+ in the ∞-category of presentable stable ∞-categories.
Denote by D the object C−1 and by C• the underlying cosimplicial object of C•+.
There is a natural morphism
f •∗ : lim←−C
• → D.
Suppose that the categories Cn for n ≥ −1 are equipped with t-structures. The
main goal of this section is to construct a spectral sequence converging to the
homotopy groups of f •∗ (F) for every F ∈ lim←−C
•.
Let PrL (resp. PrR) denote the ∞-category of presentable ∞-categories with
morphisms given by left adjoints (resp. right adjoints) (cf. [32, 5.5.3.1]). The first
part of the construction can be performed in a greater generality for diagrams
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K → PrL, where K is a (small) simplicial set. Since PrR ' (PrL)op, any diagram
Z : K → PrL gives rise to another diagram Z ′ : Kop → PrR, informally by passing to
right adjoints. For this reason, any functor Z : K → PrL determines a presentable
fibration Z→ K via Grothendieck construction (cf. [32, 5.5.3.3]). This fibration
gives rise to two different objects in the category sSet+/K of marked simplicial sets
over K: Z\cocart := (Z,Ecocart), and Z\cart := (Z,Ecart), where Ecocart (resp. Ecart)
denotes the collection of cocartesian (resp. cartesian) edges of Z→ K. We refer to
[32, §3] for the theory of marked simplicial sets. By [32, 3.3.3.2], we have
lim←−
K
Z ' MapK(K],Z\cocart).
Let X, Y : K → PrL be two K-diagrams in PrL and let ϕ : Y → X be a natural
transformation. Passing to right adjoints, we obtain an induced natural trans-
formation ψ : X ′ → Y ′ in PrR, with the property that for every s ∈ K, ψs is a
right adjoint of ϕs. Let p : X → K and q : Y → K be the presentable fibrations
determined by X and Y . The Grothendieck construction converts ϕ into a func-
tor Fcocart : Y\cocart → X\cocart. Dually, ψ determines a functor Gcart : X\cart → Y\cart.
Observe that Fcocart does not respect the cartesian structure on Y and Gcart does
not respect the cocartesian structure on X. Nevertheless, after forgetting the
markings, the two morphisms F : Y  X : G are adjoint to each other. To see
this, it is convenient to interpret ϕ : Y → X as a functor Z : K ×∆1 → PrL. Let
pi : Z→ K ×∆1 be the presentable fibration associated to Z. Since Z|K×{0} ' X
and Z|K×{1} ' Y by definition, we obtain canonical equivalences
X ' Z×K×{0} (K ×∆1), Y ' Z×K×{1} (K ×∆1)
Let pr : K × ∆1 → ∆1 be the canonical projection. We remark that for every
object s ∈ K there is a canonical morphism (s, 0)→ (s, 1) in K ×∆1 which is both
cartesian and cocartesian. We claim that the composition
Z K ×∆1 ∆1pi pr
is both a cartesian and cocartesian fibration. By symmetry it will be sufficient
to prove that it is a cocartesian one. Let therefore x ∈ Z and suppose that
pr(pi(x)) = 0 ∈ ∆1. Let s be the image of pi(x) in K under the projection
K ×∆1 → K and denote by e : (s, 0)→ (s, 1) the canonical morphism in K ×∆1.
Since pi is a cocartesian fibration, we can choose a pi-cocartesian lift f : x→ y in
Z lying over e. As we already remarked that e is (pr)-cocartesian, we can now
invoke [32, 2.4.1.3.(3)] to conclude that f is (pr ◦ pi)-cocartesian. At this point,
since the functor pr ◦ pi : Z→ ∆1 is corepresented by F : Y→ X and represented
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by G : X→ Y by construction, we can conclude that F and G are adjoint to each
other.
By composing with Fcocart, we obtain a functor
f : lim←−
K
Y ' Map[K(K],Y\cocart)→ Map[K(K],X\cocart) ' lim←−
K
X.
Since the limits are computed in PrL, the functor f admits a right adjoint
g : lim←−
K
X → lim←−
K
Y.
The first goal of this section is to provide a useful factorization of the functor g.
The inclusion K[ → K] in sSet+ induces a natural transformation of functors
Map[K(K],−) → Map[K(K[,−). Evaluating this natural transformation on the
morphism F produces the following commutative diagram
Map[K(K[,X
\
cocart) Map[K(K[,Y
\
cocart)
Map[K(K],X
\
cocart) Map[K(K],Y
\
cocart).
F˜
f
Since
Map[K(K[,X
\
cocart) ' FunK(K,X),
the above diagram can be rewritten as
FunK(K,X) FunK(K,Y)
Map[K(K],X
\
cocart) Map[K(K],Y
\
cocart).
F˜
f
(8.1)
We see that F˜ has a right adjoint
G˜ : FunK(K,X)→ FunK(K,Y)
induced by composition with G : X→ Y.
Lemma 8.4. Let K be a small simplicial set and let p : X→ K be a presentable
fibration. The functors of ∞-categories
Map[K(K],X
\
cart)→ Map[K(K[,X\cart)
Map[K(K],X
\
cocart)→ Map[K(K[,X\cocart)
are fully faithful and admit right adjoints.
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Proof. Since a cartesian fibration over K is the same as a cocartesian fibration
over Kop, it suffices to prove the statement for X\cart. Since Map[K(K],X\) is a
sub-simplicial set of Map[K(K[,X\), and both are ∞-categories, this inclusion is
fully faithful. The existence of right adjoint is the content of [32, 5.5.3.17]. 
From now on we assume that Y is the constant diagram K → PrL associated
to a presentable ∞-category D. In this case, the presentable fibration Y → K
associated to Y is simply the projection K ×D→ K.
Lemma 8.5. There exists a commutative diagram in h(Cat∞)
Map[K(K[,Y
\
cocart) Fun(K,D)
Map[K(K],Y
\
cocart) D,
c
where c : D→ Fun(K,D) is the functor induced by composition with K → ∆0 and
the horizontal morphisms are isomorphisms in h(Cat∞).
Proof. Since D is an ∞-category, the functor D→ ∆0 is both a cartesian and a co-
cartesian fibration. Moreover, cocartesian edges in D are precisely the equivalences
in D. Base change induces a presentable fibration K ×D→ K whose cocartesian
edges are precisely those morphisms that project to equivalences in D. To simplify
notation, we will write Y\ instead of Y\cocart. Let K. denote the right cone and {v}
the vertex of the cone. Consider the commutative diagram in sSet
Map[K(K[,Y\) Map[K.((K.)[,Y\) Map[K.({v}[,Y\)
Map[K(K],Y\) Map[K.((K.)],Y\) Map[K.({v}],Y\).
Since {v}] = {v}[, the vertical morphism on the right is the identity. The proof of
[32, 3.3.3.2] shows that the morphisms on the bottom of the diagram are categorical
equivalences. Moreover, Map[K.({v}[,Y\) ' D. Observe that
Map[K(K[,Y\) ' MapK(K,D×K) ' Fun(K,D).
Similarly, we have the identification
Map[K.((K.)[,Y\) ' Fun(K.,D).
To conclude the proof, it suffices to note that the image of
Map[K.((K.)],Y\)→ Map[K.((K.)],Y\) ' Fun(K.,D)
consists precisely of the constant diagrams from K to D. 
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Corollary 8.6. Let Y : K → PrL be the constant diagram associated to the pre-
sentable ∞-category D and let Y = K × D → K be the presentable fibration
classified by Y . The right adjoint to the inclusion
Map[K(K],Y
\
cocart)→ Map[K(K[,Y\cocart)
can be identified with the limit functor
lim: Fun(K,D)→ D.
Combining Lemma 8.4 and Lemma 8.5, we can pass to the right adjoints in
Diagram (8.1) and obtain the following commutative diagram of ∞-categories
FunK(K,X) Fun(K,D)
Map[K(K],X
\
cocart) D.
G˜
lim
g
Since the left vertical map is right adjoint to a fully faithful inclusion functor, we
obtain the following factorization of the functor g
Fun(K,D)
lim←−X D.
limθ
g
(8.2)
The case of main interest for us is when K = N(∆). In this case, we can combine
the Dold-Kan correspondence together with the spectral sequence of [36, §1.2.2] to
produce a spectral sequence for the functor g.
To fix notations, let C•+ : ∆+ → PrLstab be a coaugmented cosimplicial presentable
stable ∞-category. Let D := C−1 and let C• be the underlying cosimplicial object
of C•+. Let D• denote the constant cosimplicial object associated to D. We obtain
a canonical map f • : D• → C•. Passing to limits, we obtain a functor
f : D→ lim←−C
•.
Let g denote its right adjoint as in the previous discussion.
Let X→ ∆ (resp. Y→ ∆) be the presentable fibration associated to C• (resp.
D•) as before. Recall that the morphism f • induces a functor F : X → Y whose
right adjoint relative to ∆ is denoted by G : Y→ X. Moreover, we can canonically
identify the functor induced by G between the fibers over [n] with the right adjoint
of fn, which we denote by gn. We observe that the inclusion [n] → ∆ induces
canonical projection maps for every n
pn : lim←−C
• ' Map[∆(∆],X\cocart)→ Map[∆([n]],X\cocart) ' Cn.
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Unravelling the definitions, we obtain the following commutative diagram
lim←−C
• Fun(∆,D)
Cn Fun([n],D) ' D.
pn
θ
gn
Remark 8.7. The factorization of (8.2) is stated in [13, Lemma 1.3.13] in the
special case where C• is the cosimplicial diagram of the categories of quasi-coherent
sheaves associated to a simplicial derived algebraic stack. Even in that case, the
construction of the functor θ is nontrivial. Our considerations in this section provide
a detailed uniform explanation.
Theorem 8.8. With the above notations, assume that D admits a t-structure
compatible with sequential limits (cf. [36, 1.2.2.12]). For every F ∈ lim←−C
• there
exists a converging spectral sequence
Es,t1 = pit(gs(ps(F)))⇒ pis+t(g(F)).
Proof. Let F ∈ lim←−C
•. Then θ(F) is a cosimplicial object in the stable ∞-category
D. Using the ∞-categorical Dold-Kan correspondence, we can associate to θ(F)
a filtered object in D. Its associated spectral sequence {Es,tr } converges in virtue
of [36, 1.2.2.14]. By [36, 1.2.4.4], we can identify the complex {E∗,t1 , d1} with the
normalized chain complex associated to the cosimplicial object pit(θ(F)) of the
abelian category D♥. Moreover, in degree s the cosimplicial object θ(F) coincides
simply with gsps(F). It follows that we have a canonical identification
Es,t1 ' pit(gs(ps(F))),
completing the proof. 
Remark 8.9. The constructions performed in this section seem to heavily depend
on the model of ∞-categories via quasi-categories. In fact, the models were mainly
used to introduce the adjunctions in Lemma 8.4. We remark that the adjunction
Map[K(K],X
\
cart) Map[K(K[,X\cart)
can be understood in a model-independent as an adjunction between limits and
lax limits
lim
K
X  lax.lim
K
X.
The same holds for the other adjunction concerning cocartesian fibrations.
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8.3. Complements on Stein complex analytic spaces. In this section, we
collect several results concerning Stein complex analytic spaces which we were not
able to find in the literature.
Definition 8.10. Let X be a Stein complex analytic space. A coherent sheaf
F ∈ Coh♥(X) is said to be of global finite presentation if there exists an exact
sequence in Coh♥(X) of the form
OmX → OnX → F → 0. (8.3)
We denote by Coh♥gfp(X) the full subcategory of Coh♥(X) spanned by coherent
sheaves of global finite presentation.
Lemma 8.11. Let X be a Stein space and let A := Γ(OX) be the algebra of
global functions. The global section functor Γ: Coh♥(X)→ A-Mod restricts to an
equivalence of categories
Coh♥gfp(X) ' A-Modfp,
where A-Modfp denotes the full subcategory of A-Mod spanned by modules of finite
presentation.
Proof. Let F ∈ Coh♥gfp(X). Taking global sections in Eq. (8.3) and applying
Cartan’s theorem B, we see that Γ(F) is an A-module of finite presentation. It
follows that Γ restricts to a functor Φ: Coh♥gfp(X)→ A-Modfp.
To construct a quasi-inverse for Φ, let us denote temporarily by Op′(X) the cate-
gory of relatively compact Stein open subsets U b X. We introduce a Grothendieck
topology on Op′(X) generated by coverings of the form {Ui → U}i∈I where Ui b U
for every i ∈ I and U = ⋃Ui. Since the inclusion Op′(X)→ Op(X) satisfies the
assumptions of Proposition 2.22, we can identify sheaves on Op(X) with sheaves
on Op′(X).
Now let M ∈ A-Modfp. We define the following presheaf of sets on Op′(X)
F : Op′(X)op → Set, U 7→M⊗̂AOX(U).
We claim that F is a sheaf on Op′(X). Let
Am → An →M → 0
be a presentation for M . The map Am → An uniquely determines a morphism of
sheaves OmX → OnX . Let F′ denote the cokernel. It follows from [12, Proposition 2]
that F′ satisfies
F′(U) ' Γ(F′)⊗̂AOX(U),
for every U ∈ Op′(X). Since X is Stein, Cartan’s theorem B shows that Γ(F′) 'M .
Therefore, the restriction of F′ to Op′(X) coincides with F. This proves the claim.
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We note that the construction of F′ is functorial on M . So we obtain a functor
Ψ: A-Modfp → Coh♥gfp(X),
which is a quasi-inverse for Φ. 
Lemma 8.12. Let X be a Stein space and U b X a relatively compact Stein open
subset of X. Then the restriction functor
Coh♥(X)→ Coh♥(U)
factors through the full subcategory Coh♥gfp(U).
Proof. Let F ∈ Coh♥(X). It is generated by global sections, by Cartan’s theorem
A. Therefore, for every point x ∈ U , there exists a neighborhood Vx and a finite
subset of Γ(F) which generates F|Vx . By the compactness of U , we obtain a finite
subset of Γ(F) which generates F|U . In other words we obtain a morphism of
sheaves ϕ : OnX → F which restricts to an epimorphism over U . Let G be the kernel
of ϕ. Since G is also a coherent sheaf, we can repeat the same argument to find
a morphism OmX → G which restricts to an epimorphism over U . So we obtain an
exact sequence in Coh♥(V )
OmV → OnV → F|V → 0,
completing the proof. 
Lemma 8.13. Let X be a Stein space and U b X a relatively compact Stein open
subset of X. Then Γ(OU) is flat as Γ(OX)-algebra.
Proof. Set A := Γ(OX) and B := Γ(OU). Recall that A-Mod is an ω-presentable
category and that ω-presentable objects in A-Mod are precisely the A-modules of
finite presentation. Therefore, in order to show that B is flat as A-algebra, it suffices
show that for every monomorphism N →M of finitely presented A-modules, the
induced morphism
M ⊗A B → N ⊗A B
is again a monomorphism. Since both M and N are finitely presented, we have
M ⊗A B = M⊗̂AB and N ⊗A B = N⊗̂AB. Let F and G be the globally presented
coherent sheaves on X associated to M and N respectively under the equivalence
of Lemma 8.11. Let E be the cokernel of F → G. It is a coherent sheaf on X. Since
U is a compact Stein subset, using Siu’s theorem we can find a Stein open subset V
satisfying U ⊂ V b X. Invoking [12, Proposition 2] we deduce that E is transverse
to B over Γ(OV ). In particular, the morphism
F(V )⊗̂Γ(OV )B → G(V )⊗̂Γ(OV )B
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is a monomorphism. However, since V b X is Stein, [12, Proposition 2] implies
that
F(V ) = M⊗̂AΓ(OV ), G(V ) = N⊗̂AΓ(OV ).
We conclude thatM⊗AB → N⊗AB is a monomorphism, completing the proof. 
Lemma 8.14. Let X be a Stein space and let {Ui → X}i∈I be an open covering
by relatively compact Stein open subsets. Let A := Γ(OX) and Bi := Γ(OUi). Then
the family {A→ Bi}i∈I defines a faithfully flat covering of A.
Proof. Lemma 8.13 shows that each morphism A→ Bi is flat. It suffices show that
the functors
−⊗A Bi : A-Mod→ Bi-Mod
are jointly surjective. Since A-Mod is generated under filtered colimits by A-Modfp,
it suffices show that if M ∈ A-Modfp becomes zero after tensoring with each Bi,
thenM = 0. Let F be the coherent sheaf corresponding toM under the equivalence
of Lemma 8.11. If M ⊗A Bi = 0, [12, Proposition 2] shows that F(Ui) = 0. Since
F|Ui is globally presented, Lemma 8.11 implies that F|Ui = 0. Since the {Ui} is a
covering of X, we deduce that F = 0, thus M = 0, completing the proof. 
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